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ABSTRACT 
Object-oriented relationships, such as inheritance and covering can not be readily 
incorporated in classic data models. This thesis addresses this problem hy the design and 
implementation of an ohject-oriented data model (O-OD~vl), that incorporates the objeet­
oriented paradigm 
A Multimodel and Multilingual Datahase System called M2DBS has been deveL­
oped at the Naval Postgraduate School. This system incorporates the classic database data 
models along with a recently developed object-oriented data model (0-00:\1). The prob­
lem addressed by this work is to design a new object-oriented data manipulation language 
(O-ODML) for the O-ODM. The approach is to develop and construct an O-ODML Com­
piler. Then assimilate the compiler with the Kernel Mapping System (KMS) of the 
The result of this thesis is a compiler for the O-ODML of the O-ODM. This 0­
ODML compiler w.kes an O-ODM query converts it into a low level intennediatc language 
before translating it into a format that the Real Time Monitor can execute Oll the M2DRS 
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The value of data in loday's infonnation society requires data to be readily 
accessible. Funherrnore, if data are stored in separate systems, they must be shared among 
these systems. If data cannOI be easily shared among systems due to database design 
incompatibilities, thl:: cust of database accesses and manipulations increases rapidly. These 
problems are more p~valent in large and long-standing organizations such as the 
Department of Defen&<:. The proliferation of datahase systems and the heterogeneity of 
various databases have kd to a multiplicity of database work, a redundancy of database 
storage, and a conglomeration of database systems which do not have the ability to readily 
share data 
Especiall y with today's fiscal constraints, the Department of Defense must be able 
to consolidate their resources in man, mm:hine and software io order to save funds and 
increase productivity. Several solutions have becn proposed to solve this problem such as 
- A single and massivc conversion to a ,~ingle database and a singJe database 
system 
- Maintaining the original databases and databasc systems and implementing tht: 
translation software bctwccn any two databascs and their systems 
- A hybrid of the above two solutions. 
All of these solutions suffer from some shortcomings. The first solution would 
[("4uire that all data he stored in a singlc database design. This would require that all the 
operators learn a new databasc system thcrcby increasing thc cost of training operators 
Further, the particular database design may not be well suited for storing and manipulating 
the data in question. In a diverse organization such as the Department of DefensC", a single 
database design for all the diverse databases is not a viable option. The second solution 
would require the translation software bc',tween every pair of heterogencous databases and 
their transactions in the organization. For a small number of heterogeneous databases and 
"ystem~, this is a feasihle solution. When the number, n, of databases and database systems 
is large then the number of different rranslation suftware increases at a rate of 0(n2), i.e. in 
the order of n2. Therefore, the second solution becomes prohihitively custJy. A more 
reasonable solution would convert all the data to a simple database design while allowing 
the original users to view their data in their original designs and to process the datahase with 
their original transa(;tions. 111is solution is being explored in the Multimodcl I Multilingual 
Database System M2DBS. (Ref. IJ M2DBS contains all the model I language interfaces for 
various pairs of the data models and data languages are supported on a kernel database 
system, known as the attribute-based datahase system. 
B. MOTIVATION 
The overall goal for Ihis project is to construct an Object-Oriented Interface on the 
Attribute-Based Database System (ADDS). The construction of this interface is to 
specifically allow for abstract object-oriented con(;epts such as objects, inheritance, classes 
and I.:overing. The data definition language (DOL) di rectly in(;orporates these concepts. 
(Ref 2 and 3.J The interface is to contain a wide range of qucrying and manipulation 
capabilitics. [Rcf. 4J This thcsis is to design and implement a compiler to translate Objen­
oriented queries and manipulations into equivalent ABDS queries and manipulations. 
The compilation and translation of object-oriented queries and manipulations into 
ABDS queries and manipulations involved several steps. First, each query or manipulation 
must be scanned in order to identify its tokens. To produce the scanner, we used the tool 
LEX. As the scanner identifies the tokens a parser is needed to check the syntactk and 
semantic wrrectness of the query or manipulation. The tool Y ACC is used to produce the 
parser which accepts all the tokens and completes the parsing. Next. an intermooiate 
language is d~vc1oped to simplify the translation process. Finally, there is the query 
constructor which rearls the intermediate-language table, the data didionary. and the 
symbol table and writes the aChlal ABDS queries or statements. This final part of the 
compiler constitutes the bulk of the work, due to the linuted functionality of the existing 
ABDS data manipulation language compared to the relatively high level of functionality 
found in the Object-oriented data manipulation language (O-ODML). Sin.:.:e data being 
queried or manipulated are not accessible to the compiler, a method of translating 
individual lines and even parts of each lino:, must lx developed to a.:.:commodate for thc 
differo:nees in data STructures and language syntax of the two systems. Once the query or 
manipUlation statement is Convt":rted and constructed, it is then passed to the real time 
monitor (RTM) [Ref. 5J for its execution. 
C. 	 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis is organizcd in four mort": chapters and twdve appt":ndicies. In Chapter 
II we present the object-oriented constructs and the attribute bascd constructs that are 
relevant to the thesis. Since the complete definition of these constructs are the work of other 
thesis, fo r an in depth review of the constructs you should refer to the those documents. In 
addition. this chapter points out the conflicting nature of the two models. Chapter In 
introduces the reasons for choosing LEX and YACC to serve as development tools fo r the 
scanner and parser. Additionally, the manner of incorporating the symbol table and 
intermediato: language table and th t": implementation of the scanner and lexer into the query 
constructor is also discussed in this chapter. In Chap~r IV the query constructor and the 
general steps of it's algorithm aro: presented. Additiunally, the real tin1e monitor and the 
pseudocode which controls its operation are introduced. Also, in this chapter a sampk 
query is translated. In Chapter V we make concluding remarks, state accomplishments and 
lintitations. 
The appendicies contain the in depth explanation of aU aspects of the thesis. 
Throughout the work preparing for this thesis a series of documents were prepare.d to aid 
in the final writing of the thesis. Virtually every paragraph willrefn to tho.: appo.:ndices to 
amplify the tex t given in the thesis. Appendix A is the header file that contains the 
COlistructs of symbol table. Appendix B contains the def\ll itions of the DML tokens and the 
C code that creates the symbol tahle. Appendix C contains the definitions uf the DML 
grammer and the calls to the functions of the intermediate language table main file. 
Appendix D is the rules that explain how to fill in the intermediate language table. 
Appendix E is the intemlediate language table header file which contains the constructs and 
names of the functions used in building the table. Appendix F is the intermediate language 
table implementation file. Appendix G is the query consu·uctor header me. Appendix H is 
the query constructor implementation file . Appendix I is the DML compiler main file 
which serves as the main file for the entire program. Appendix J is the instruction manual 
for the DML compiler. Appendix K is the translation algorithm for the conversion and 
construction process in the query constructor. And finally the pseudocode is defined in 
Appendix L. 
II. OBJI<~CT·ORIENTED AND ATTRmUTE llASED CONSTRUCTS 
A. OBJECT-ORIENnm CONSTRUCTS 
The DDL developed for the object-oriented data model (O-ODM) contains the 
following ohject-oriented constructs: objects. object identifiers, object classes, inheritance, 
covering and methods. For a complete description of these constructs and their scope refer 
to [Ret. 2], [Ref. 31 and [Ref. 4J 





Figure I. Generic Object 
The genric structure of an O-ODDL object class is shown in Figure l. This generic 
example does not demonstrate the flexibilty and power of the object-oriented paradigm in 
modeling a data base. Figure 2, shows some of the ohjeet classes of the faculty smdent 
(FACTSTU) datahase in which inherit. cover, set_of, and inverse_of relationships arc 
displayed. By examining Figure 2. and comparing it with the reprenstation, of the FACTSU 
database, displayed in Figure 3, the flexihility of the O-ODM should be apparent. 
Operations performed by the DML on the data demonstrate great fl exibilty and 
power as well. The operations do require that the end user understand the object-oriented 
paradigm. but gives the user a more rational view of the data. The complete deseriptiou of 
the DML can be found in [Ref. 4). 
class Name( class Address{ 
char_siring fname: char_string strect;
char mi: char_string city;
char_string Iname; char statel2];); char_string zipcode; 
); 
class Person{ class Faculty: inherit Person{ 

Namc pnamc: char_striug dept; 

Address paddress; set_of Course teaches; 

char sex; ); 

) 
class Studcnt: inherit Person { classCourse{ 

char_string student_no; char_string cname; 

char_string major; char_string cse_no; 

set_of Course schcdulc: char_string sec_no; 

); 	 Faculty instructor; 
inversc_of Student.schedule roster; 
); 
class Team: co-.:er Student{ cla~s Civ_Fae: inherit Faculty! 
char_string prjnamc; chacstring title; 
seCof Civ_Fac advisor; iIlverse of Team. advisor advises;); ­); 
Figure 2. Sample Classes from thc Faculty Student Database 
B. ATTRIBUTE-BASED CONSTRUCTS 
The basic building block of the Attribute Based Data Model (ABDM) is the 
attribute-value pair. The attribute defines the qualitics of the value. A set of these attribute 
Figure 3. Relatioinship Diagram ofth" Faculty Student Database 
value pairs defines a record, and the records are stored in templates. For a complete 
dl:scription of the ABDM and the available ABDS operations see fRef. 1 J. 
C. CONFLICTING NATURE O:F THE O-OOM AND ABOM 
When writing a search statement for the ABDS the user has understood logical ands 
in the operation. What is not available is "or" statements. Thus requiring searching the 
same template twice to accomplish what a single O-ODM query can do in a single simple 
search. 
The end user in an object-oriented database when conducting searches, docs not 
have to insure that the attributes he is referring to are directly in the class being queried. As 
long as dot notation is used to give a path expression signifying a relationship or inheritance 
with another class. The classic data models rcquire that a search operation work on only 
onl: schema or table at a time thus requiring multiple searches with set operations to 
accomplish the task of one object-oriented search. The ABDS. like conventional models 
can only search one template at a time; moreover, unlike conventional models it presently 
can only execute a single operation without passing data betWl:l:n consecutive operations 
nor are set operations available 
The six operations available on the ABDS can not pass data from one search to 
another with the exception of the retrieve common operation. However, the retrieve 
common opl:ration is very limited in its application since it can only pass information 
between two retrieves and not the remaining operations. This problem is significant in that 
a query involving multiple templates could not be executed unless the user incrementally 
queried the ABDS and then manually reentered the answers from the previous relrievl: as 
the argument for the next operation. In other words if the first operation returned 25 
answers then the user would have to enter each answer as an argument for the next 
operation 25 separate times. This presents a significant obstacle in translating a query since 
the O-ODM contains inheritance, cover, secof, and inverse_of relations which cause a 
single O-OOM query to automatically require multiple retrieve statements in the 
translation into ABOS queries. Due to limited resources specifically time the solution to 
this problem was to create a pseudocode (see Appendix L] and a realtime monitor (RTM) 
[refer to Ref. 5] that could interpret the pseudocode and execute the (IUeneS incrementally 

III. THE COMPILER 
A. CHOOSING A SCA~NER AND PARSER 
Since the task was to huild a compiler to translate Object-oriented queries into their 
Attribute-based equivalent, a compiler was definitely needed. Several problems were 
considered in deciding the course of action to take. First and foremost was the complexity 
and magnitude of the scanner and parser. Since the data manipulation language (dOll) 
contained only 59 tokens a scanner would llot have been too difficult to build, without the 
aid of a software tool. However, the drn! consisted of over 84 production mles which in 
itself prcscntl:r.\ a major challenge in defining. without know ing if the rules were flawed. 
Additionally the probkm of compat ihility between the scanner and parser was considered. 
The prohability of developing incompatible software or software that required significant 
mooification in order to communicate was too great in choosing specific scanners and 
parsers. For these reasons the software tools of LEX and YACC together were used to 
producc the scanner and parser software. Thcsc tools wcre the logical choicc for this task 
sincc both tools simplify the task of building a compiler. arc guaranteed to be c01npatible 
and aid in catching errors in the token definitions and production rules. 
n. 	 LEX 
LEX is a software tool that allows the uscr to input token descrip tions and then 
produces thc code for the scanner, see [Ref. 6J. The token descriptions are input into LEX 
and it produces the file lex.yy.c which later is compiled with the output of YACC 
Addi tionally, LEX allows the user to chose to execute a routine written in C code, on 
identification of a token. This code mayhe addcd to the definitions given in the input file . 
L The Symbol Table 
The creation of a symbol table was required to maintain a record of each ident ifier 
(variable) named ill all ohject oricnted query. The information stored in the symbol table is 
thc name, the type and the class name of each variable. The name of each variahle is simply 
thc character combination chosen by the user to represent some value. The type of each 
variable requires a little explanation. Since the object-oriented paradigm refers to objects 
as the building block of data structures, a logical choice for keys in the OOOM would Ix: 
object identifiers (010). In order to simplify operations in both data models, it was decided 
that only OLD's would be passed between operations until the final query, at which time the 
users desired manipulations would be executed. Because of this approach only two types 
of variables arc relevant in this object-oriented model: ohjeet references (obJ_ref) and 
object sets (obLsel). An obLrcf is simply a variable which can contain only one 010. 
While an obLset is a variable that contains a set of variables which can be zero or many 
OlD's 
C. 	 YACC 
YACC is a software tool that allows the user to input a grammar and then produces 
the code for the parser, set: [Ref. 7J. The gmmrnar, also referred to as production rules, is 
input into YACC and the tokens identified in the LEX specification file must also Ix: 
identified in the YACC specification file. When the specification file is input into YACC. 
it generate thc C source file y.lub.c and y.tub.h. It is these two files that arc compiled with 
the LEX ompUito create the compiler. Similartu LEX, YACC also allows the ust:r to input 
C code and execute routines upon identification of a production ru le. 
1, The Intermediate Language Table 
The purpose for Iht: intermediate languagt: table was to provide a structure to break 
down O-ODM querit:s and store them in a common fonnat to allow for simplification of 
tht: translation of a query into the ABDS fonnat. Rules were implemt:nted to fill the 
inlt:rmediate language table according to tht: operations found in the O-ODM query, st:t! 
Appendix D. 
D. 	 IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section, we will discuss the implementation of the scanner and parser in the 
compilation process. Figure 4, shows how LEX and YACC tie in with the compiler model. 
For further information on the use of LEX and YACC see [Ref. R] . For the O-ODDi. 
compiler implementation of LEX and YACC see [Ref. 2]. 
des~~i~~ron and user's code produ(;tion rules 
,nd 
uscr's code 
Figure 4. Scanner and Parser Implemenlation 
I. The Scanner 
The implementation of the scanner in the compilation process is as a subroutine 
called by the parser. The scanner takes an arbitrary input stream and tokcnizes it, i.e., 
divides it up into lexical tokens. This tokenizcd output is then used as the input for the 
parser generated by Y ACe. The LEX specification file dmClex.1 was written in order to 
create a set of patterns which the scanner mat(;hcs against thc input see Appendix B. A 
special C fOutinc named symtablookO was also embedded in thc specification file to 
construct the symbol table during thc scanning proccss. Lex itself docs not produce an 
executable program; instead it translates the lex specification into a C source file named 
fex.yy.r:. This filc contains a C routine called yylrxO which is a scanner. The executable 
scanner routine is produced by compiling fe .l.yy.C and link.ing it wilh thc lex library -JJ . 
The primary task of the scanncr is to recognize the tokcns specified in the lex 
specification. The YACC parser calls yylex(J to run the scanner. If the scanner encounters 
an unspecified token while scanning an input query, it gracefully terminates with an invalid 
token error, otherwise it sends all valid tokens to the parser 
In order to construct the symbol table, the scanner sets a flag for each type of 
declaration and upon reading the associated variable, it calls the embedded C routine 
symlablonk() to construct the symbol table 
2. The Parser 
The implementation of the parser in the compilation process is as a subroutine 
called by the main program ofO~ODML compiler. Refer to the Appendix J for a complete 
discussion of this main program and its interface with the M2DBS. The YACC 
specification file dml,J'acc. y eontains the specified tokens in the LEX specification file, the 
production rules and the embedded C routines to construct the intermediate table see 
Appendix C. YACC takes this specification file and generates the files named y.rah.1i and 
y.tab.e. The executable parser subroutine yyparse() is produced as a result of compiling the 
source file y.tab.c with a regular C compiler. 
\Vhen the parser rout ine yyparse() is called by the main program, this routine calls 
yylex() to tokenize the input query. The scanner then reads in the input of characters, until 
it finds a token of interest to the parser. The parser tries to find a list of tokens which 
matches a production rule provided in the Y ACC specification file. When the parser is done 
with the parsing process, either it outputs a "successfully parsed message" and calls the 
query constructor or it terminates gracefully with an error message including the 
corresponding line number. 
In order to construct the intermediate table, the parser traces specific sequences of 
tokens in the production rules while it is scanning the input query. As soon as the parser has 
enough tokens to recognize a structure for the intermediate language tahle then it calls the 
related C routine defined in the file dmi-5'Gcc.y thus ini tialing the intermediate language 
table construction process. 
" 

IV. TilE QUERY CONSTRUCTOR 
A. GENERATING THE ATTRIBUTE BASED QUERY 
The main program of the 0 OD~IL compiler is inside the file dmCcompiler.c 
[Appendix Ij, initiates the call to the parser, which is really how the compilat ion and 
translation process is commenced. Once the scanner and parser have completed the symbol 
table and intermediate language table respectively , the parser calls the fuuction 
(JuerYJonstructor() in the fi le dmCcolllp- c [Append ix II] (from this point on wil] be 
referred to as the query constructor) which actually docs the translat ing of the queries. Prior 
to commencing the job of translating the queries the fUIlction createDic/{) accomplishes the 
task of converting the data dict ionary fi le from a text format to a linked list format to 
simplify the search algorithm for the data dic tionary. The query constructor thcn entcrs a 
switch statement (branch statement) in which it reads in the operation block of the 
intermediate language table and chooses the appropriate function call to convert that 
operation and its related arguments into an equivalent query. During this conversion the 
query constructor verifies the declaration of the variables used, to insure the correct type 
and class name are used. The type checking is accomplished by reading the symbol table. 
The next phase of the query construdor is to actually wnstruet thc ABDS query. This is 
where the pseudocode and AHDS manipulation langage merge to create a file that is read 
by the RTM and executed 
B. 	 READING THE INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE TABLE 
Since the intennediate language table is stored in a linked lis! of records (struC! in 
C), see Appendi :>; E, lhe method for locating and extracting information is through the use 
of pointer.;, loops and conditional statements. Each record in the linked list contains [he row 
number of the table, the operation to he completed, up to two arguments to be used in the 
operat ion, and a result block which may contain a variable to be used in the conversion of 
the query . The operation indicates which fu nction from the file dm'-comp.c, see Appendi;.; 
H, will control the translation of that particular part of the query. The functions operate in 
two specific steps. the actual conversion phase which involves reading the data dictionary, 
and the construction phase which builds the operation with known argumc nts in the ABDS 
format. The construction phase is fairly self explanatory, but the convcrsion phase is more 
complex. Since attributes in the O-ODM can contain dot notation the location of an 
attribute in the ABDS may not exist in thc same class as that of the attributes originally 
selected in the qw:ry. Since the ABDS can search only one templatc at a time, therc exist~ 
the requirement to identify within which template the specified attributcs are located. This 
requirement can only be satisfied by reading the data dictionary and extracting the true 
location (path expression) oftlle specified attribute. 
C. 	 READING THE DATA UICfIONARY 
Since the data dictionary is converted from a text file 10 linked list, the job of 
searching fo r specific data was generalized into functions which could be used over again 
The first argument to be presented to the dictionary must always be a class name. Since 0­
ODM queries requires a cia<;sname for the desired re turn type, this is the argument used to 
enter the data dictionary. The function in_dictionaryO takes the argument of the cla~s namc 
and searches the data dictionary for 11 template with that name and sets the current attribute 
pointer to the first attribute of that class. The next argument to be presented to the data 
dictionary is an attribute name. 111e function in_classO takes the argument of an attribute 
name and checks to sce if that name exists within the current class and ~ets the pointer to it 
if found. The next check is to see if the contents of the relationship Iype column (reI_type) 
is empty indicating a primitive attribute. Then the construct call for this operation can be 
made. If the conten1s of the rel_type column is the string "store", indicating a "set_of' or 
"inverse_of' relationship, then a check of the attribute type (am_type) column is made. If 
the Iype in the attr_type is a "set_.of' then the search starts ov~r in the class that is indicated 
in the reference table (ref_table) column. If the type in the attctype column is an 
"inverse_of' then the contents of the reCtable column must be tokenized in ordcr to 
continue the search, Another possibility for the contents of the reUYPI: column is Ihl: string 
"ref' or "cover", if either these two are found then the scareh simply continucs in Ihe class 
indicated in the reLtable column. If the function in_classO docs nol find the allribute, il 
possibly still is rclated 10 the current class by way of the inheritance relatiomhip. In that 
case a function to search fOr this relationship exist within dml_comp.c sec Appl:ndix H. For 
further explanation as to how thc search of data in the data dictionary is accomplished sec 
the convert functions in Appendi)'; F or the algorithm in Appendix K 
D. 	 READING THE SYMHOL TABLE 
The search of data in the symbol table is also done through the use ofpointcrs, loops 
and conditional statements. Specifically, three searches are done in the symbol table. The 
first is to verify that a variable has been declared. The next is to look for the associated class 
name of a variable used. And finally, to ehcck to scc if the varianle type matches Ihe 
operation. These types of checks for data in the symbol table occurs throughout all the 
conversion functions defined within thc dmCcomp.c file, but are easier to identify in the 
algorithm found in Appendix K 
E. 	 THE REAL TJi\1E MONITOR 
The specific reason to create the RTM was discussed in Chapter II section C, The 
functionality of the RTM and the pseudocode devdoped to pass instructions for data 
handling and query execution are discussed in Appl:udix L and [Ref. 5]. There arc three 
parts to the pseudocode that is passed 10 the RTM and they arc the pseudocode, wldl formed 
ABDS queries and nearly I:xecutable ABDS queries. The pseudocode is simply instructions 
to thl: RTM that clarify how operations are to be executed and how they interrelate with 
other operations, again sel: Appendix L for specifics, Well formed queries are those that are 
eonstructcd by the Query constructor and arl: rcady to be executed by the RTM. Nl:arly 
e)';eeutabk qUl:ries are those that require single or double sub~litution in order to be 




Y. EXECUTIOl'; OF A SAMPLE QUERY 
In order to dcmonstratc the complexity of compiling and translating the qUtries, an 
example translation involvillg most of the featurcs of this system follows. The sample 
translation occurs in three phases, the first being the object orientcd qucry in the newly 
dcveloped O-ODML see figure. The second phase shows the completed internlcdiate 
language tahle after compilation, Finally. the last phase displays the completcd translation 
with pseudocodc, wcll formed and ncarly cxccutable operations. 
The O-ODM query, in figure , is one in which the user is attempting to add two 
courses 10 a student's schedule. The first two lines of the query dcclarc three variahles that 
will be used in the quety, "p" and " i" which are of type object rcference and "c" which is 
of type object set. During compilatiollihese three variables will be entered inlo the symbol 
table. The next line of the query is a "find_one" search statement with the class name being 
that of "Studcnt". Thc fact that it is a "find_one" and the variable "p" is of type object_ref 
indicatcs that only a singular response will be allowed. The following line is a "find_many" 
Query ChangeSludentSchedule IS 







p := find_one Student where pname.lnrum: = 'Badgett' 

and student_no = '20': 
c := find_m any Course whcre cse_no = '4114' 
and sec_no = '1 
or cse_no = '3320' 
and scc_no = '2' ; 




.Figure 5. Sample O-OOML Query 
search which includes an "or" as a logical argument. Next is a "for_ loop" which loops 
once for each member of a given sel. Each member of thl: set is a.~signed to the same index 
variable "i" as it enters the loop, therefore each member can than be used in operations 
within the loop. Inside of the loop an "add" operation is adding each member of the set to 
the schedule of student "p", one at a time. This is followed by an end of loop statement 
and an end of query statement 
A, PHASE 1 - Scanning and Parsing 
During this phase the parser calls the scanner and passes it the pointer to the input 
query file. The scanner reads the characters in the query file until it identifies a token to 
send to the parser. When the scanner encounters a typl: declaration of an ohj_refor olljje! 
it sets the type flag and once the variable is read in it calls the function symhlablook() to 
add the variable name and variable type in the symbol table. Once the scanner reaches the 
"Begin" in the query file the symbol table has bl:en completed. The scanner continul:S to 
pass tokens to the parser which is attempting to match these tokens to the production rules 
using a top-down search. Once the parser receives thl: last token from the scanner either it 
has rl:turned an '·unsuecessfully parsed" with a syntax error or it outputs a 'successfully 
parsed" message and calls the query constructor. 
R. 	 PHASE 2 - Filling in the Intermediate Language Table 
Even though the filling in of the intermediate language table is wlllpleted during 
the parsing phase, it can be thought of as a separte phase in the eXl:cution of a query. In 
figure 8 , the compilation of the 0-00:\1 query is broken down into its most atomic fonn 
and placed in the intermediate language table. For the most part the intermediate language 
table is self explanatory and the rules for filling in the table can be found in Appendix 0 
\Vhat may nl:ed explanation is the introduction of new variables in the result eolunm and 
the word "jump" in the operation column. Thl: new variables that were introduced when the 
parsl:r filled in the table arc those starting with to and ending with 15. The purpose of these 
variables is to allow each line of the table to bl: treated as thl: arguments TO single simple 
ABDS operations, as will become cvident from examining figurc 9. The word jump in the 
table, indicates a discontinuity in the sequence of execution of the code. Notice that the last 
entry is not an "End" statement signifying the end of the query as in the O-ODM query. It 
is not needed since the intcrmcdiate language tablc is stored in a linked list, the fact that the 
last pointer points to a null valul: is suff1cicnt to indicate the end of the query. 
LincNo. I OPERATlON I 	 ARGUMENT I I ARGUMENf2 t RESULT 
o. 	 find_one student p 
pname.Jname badgett ,0 
student ..no 20 tl 
"d ,0 II 
4 find_many ° 
5. 	 ese_no 41\4 ,0 
6. 	 sec~no ,) 
"d t2,0 
8. 	 ese_no " 3320 ,3 
9. see~no 2 ,4 
10 and t3 ,4 J5 
II t2 ,5 0 
12. 	 jump , 
13. 	 ,dd p.schedule 
14 . end_loop 
Figure (j. Sample Intermediate J,anguage Table 
C. PHASE 3 - Constructing the AHDS Query 
The complctl:d product out of the query COllstructor appears just like the text in 
figure 6 with the exception that the text is stored in a jinkedlist for ease in reading the data 
sequentially. (The column of numbers on the right hand side of figure 6 were inserted into 
the illustration to aid the reader in identifying lines of the pseudocode. Thesc numbers do 
not actually appear in the pseudocode translatiO!l passed to the RTM.) Thc first two lines 
are for thc declaration of obLrejand obL.ler variables, rcspectively. The list of two-letter 
variahles starting with the Jetter "s" or "r" arc thosc variables creatcd hy the query 
constructor itself, which allow the translation to be a scries of simple single argument 
ABDS operations. The "&" signifies that the return values from the next operation arc to 
be stored in thc variable following the symbol. Thc "-" implies that a single substitution 
must O(;cur in the next operation prior to the execution of that line. Thc substitution variable 
is that variable following the "-". Tn other words that next line is a nearly executable ABDS 
line. On line nine, two consecutive lines that read as follows are found , indicating the 
completion of the "find_one" operation: 
&p 
*s2, s3 
Figure 7. Pseudocode End ofO·ODML Find_one Operation 
At this point the amount of simple ABDS uperations to substitute one O-ODML operation 
should amplify the power and flexibilty found in the O-ODM. The "find_many" operation 
is finally answcred on lines twcnty-four and twcnty-five which read as follows: 
&, 
+s6,s9 
Figure 8. Pseudocode End ofO·ODML Find_many Operation 
The "*,, and "+" are set operations which conduct intersection and union of the 
OIDs stored within the two-letter variahles. A fOf_loop is indicated hy "$" followed by a 
index variable and the obLset variable "c" on line twenty-si;.;. On the next line a "#" implies 
a double substitution warning for the following insert statement. This insert statement is 
precceded by an "1\" to indicate it is an ADD type insert. Finally the "1" signifies the end 
of the focloop. The '''I'' inside the INSERT staterncnt indicates that the RTM must make a 
call to the OlD gcnerator since this operation will be creating a new [C(;ord. The OID 
generator exists within the kernal system. Again an "End" statement is not included in the 
pseudocode for Ihe same reason as the intennediate language table. the peudocode is stored 




(RETRIEVE«(TEMP '" Name) and (LNAl\1E = badgett)) (OlD)] 
&,b 
-" (RETRlEVE«TEM P = Person) and (PNAME::: sa)) (OlD») 
&" 




(RETRIEVE«TEMP = Course) and (eSE_NO = 4114»(OID)] 
&sf 





























































The primary goal of this thesis research was to design and implement a compiler to 
tran~late Object-oriented queries and manipulations into equivalent ABDS queries and 
manipulations.ln ardn to accomplish this task, several steps needed (0 becomplclcd. First. 
a scanner and parser had to be chosen to identify thl;.': tokl:ns and check for syntactic and 
semantic correctness. Additionally, the scanner and parser had to be used for the 
construction of a symbol table and an intermediate language table respect ively. Next a 
query constructor was created to convert find construct the queries in the pseudocode 
formal which the RTM reads and executes. Finally, documentation was provided to explain 
all the steps in detail and to assist follow on research, see Appendices A-L. 
B, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Due to the scope of this project sevcral operations werc not completely 
implemented in the query constructor and RTM. The O-ODML operations Insert, 
Read_input, and Delete were not fully implemented due to the defined need for the uscr to 
be interactive with the query constructor or the RTM. The RTM is the logical choice for 
this interaction since, by the time the RTM begins to execute queries the query constructor 
is no longer operating. Howevcr, the RT.\1 is not able to access the data dictionary or the 
original query, therefore all instructions concerning the intcrfaee must comc from the query 
constructor. Therefore a new protocol must now be added to instruct the RTM 10 interact 
with the user and not just the ABDS . 
The arithmetic functions of count, min, mal\., and avg were not included because of 
the time constraint in completing the projecT. Again the actual arithmetic operations must 
occur in the RTM, since the data can only be accessed by the RTM. Likcwise, the query 
constnlctor must provide the instructions to the RTM for conducting the operations. 
Also an optimization program can be written to shorten the number of queries 
entered into the ABOS by comhining some of the queries that are logical ly consecutive ami 
are searching the the same template. This optimization will need 10 be incorporated in the 
query constructor once the translation is complete and prior to call ing the RTM 
C. 	 SUMMARY 
In summary, the O-ODML compiler and interface was constructed and 
implemented successfully. The inability of the ABOS to search multiple tables 
simultaneously, pass data between operations and the absence of an "or" operator was 
overcome by the creation of the RTM. The capability 10 read a text data dictionary and 
convert it into the li nked list format, in order to use it in aiding the translation of queries, 
has greatly expanded the capabilities of this model beyond its on data storage in the ABOS. 
If the data dictionary incorporated in this project is used as the standard for all the models, 
then the O-ODM will now beahle toguery any data stored in the ABDS. Though the ABDS 
may appear limited in its capabilities to serve as the base model for the M2DBMS it has the 
ahility to operate at the atomic level operations required to support searches, which is what 
is needed to accomplish the diversity of the M2DBMS project. 
APPENDIX A· SYMBOL TABLE HEADER FILE 
i" ~"" ' ~""""""" " ~""''''' ' '' '-'*"" " '" 
syrntc.bl.h 
rhis file cOnt"i"5 the dec la("at.io'l for ·symt.ablook()· aod alno 
t he defi n it i o n of the 'symt abl ' st.,"ucture to ir..clude l i mit i 'lg t l: e 
f;yrntabl e e"tries to a q u a" t ity of 2 0 . 
.... .. ....... .. ........."" ...... ,.. .... , ,, ........ ....................... / 

' define SIZE 20 I ' maxirnIID "u~lb"r of variables ' / 
st:n:ct: £yrntabl i 
char ' narne; 
char ' type ; 
cnll," · c l s n arr.e ; 
) flymtltb l [SIZE 1 ; 
strClc t symtabl 'symtablookl); 

APPENDIX B· DML LEX FILE 
/. _•••••• * ..... ".~ .~ ••• * * * * .... '* ... " ...... _.. 
This file c{')nl il ~ ns the defi"itions of tr.e DML tokens wClich ilre 
the ir:put to tD" LEX ur:ix tool ilr:d the source code for 
constn.:cting the s",,<ho l lable 
•••••••• k •••• * • ••• *. ,·••••• * ••• * •• *****'.******* •• * • • * ••• ••• •• _•• •• •• ••••• * •• • / 
<ii"clude <string.h> 





/* <dcfi:1" iClPClt. () i,:; used t.o rr,akc LEX C<o S" insensitive co the inpc.t t'.'xt * / 

# define input () I Ildml tch ar=dmls];'tr>d"lsbu r?U I *.. 

d",lsptr) . tolo,,"'er (getc Irlml in) 1 1 == lO? (dm11i:1eao++, dml tchllrl :dmltchaL) = 

l CCCla r) 

" "sym~flag' "cor'.'s t1,'.' aa""" {')f til" V<'l r. i n.bJe t ype. * / 

int "Y-rLf lllg; 

/ . The £o l lowi!lg lines contai!l token definit ions. 
[ \t\n ] * (! ' ,;kip whitespilce '! ) 
( return (ADD) ; ) 

f yylva l . t _ str = st.rdup (yyte xt. ) ; r eturn (LOGICAL_ OPERATOR) ; ) 

{ re,".urn(AVG I ;} 

heg i n ; return IBE<;I1CQ) ; ) 
( retur!l(CHAR);) 
c h"r_ iJtr i ng (s'Yl,,_ (lag = 1 ; return ( CHJ\R_ STRING) ;) 






( r eturn (DELET2);) 

display 	 ( r eturn (DTSPLAY) ; } 
( return{EACH);) 
( o: e tur:l (ELSE);} 
end_i f { return(E.IW_IFI;} 

end_loop ( return (END_ LOOP) ;} 

( s yrn_ f l"g = ; o:eturn(FLOAT );) 
\ r e t:.!r:l ( FOR);} 
return (IN); ) 
( ret u r n (INHERIT ) ;} 
( return (INSERT) ;} 

( syllLflag '* J; return (I,,"EGER) ;) 

lnverse_of 	 (return(INVERSE_OF);} 
( return(IS) ; ) 
( return (MAX) ; ) 
( return{MIN);) 
( return (MOD) ;} 
( return(NOT);} 
( return(NULLL};) 
( yylval. t_Str " strdup(yytext); return (LOGICAL_OPERATOR) : ) 
project ( :ceturn(PROJECT);) 
read_input (:ceturn (READ_ INPUT) : ) 
set_of ( return (SET_OF) :} 







( SYlfLflag z 4; return(OBJ_REF);) 

( sym_ flag " 5; return{OBJ_ SET);) 

( return (ASSIGNMENT_ OPERATOR);) 

( yylval. t_str " st:cdup(yytext); return (RELATION_OPERATOR) ; ) 

( yylva l . t _ str '" strdup (yytext) ;return (RELATION_OPERATOR) ; } 

( yylval. t_str '" strdup(yytext); return (RELATION_OPERATOR) ;} 

( yylval. t_str '" strdup(yytext); return (RELA'rION_ OPERATOR) ; ) 

( yylval. t_Str .. strdup (yytext) ; return (RELATION_ OPERATOR) ; ) 

( yylval. t_str " strdup (yytext); return(RELATION_OPERATOR) ; ) 

\ [ 	 ( return (OPEN_BRACKET) ; ) 
13 
\I return (CLOSE_BRACKET) ; } 
( return(O?EN_ BRACE);} 
( returnICLOSE_ BRACE) ;) 

{ rctu:<:n(OPEN_PAFENTHESlS I ;} 

{ return (CLOSE_PARENTHESIS) ;} 

{ sYlT,_ f1ag ~ 0; 

retu ~n ( SEMICOLON); 

( ,"e tu",) (Cmll1A) ;} 

( retu rniCOLON):} 
I* ! J ( return (MULTIPLI CATION_O PERlITOR) ; ) 
[- - I ( return(ADDITI0N_ O?ERATOF);} 
\' [ \ ']* \' (yylval.t_st r _ strdup(yytext); 
return (S'TRING_CONS':'ANT);) 
(-\-J " [0-9) -,-[ O- 9] , i 	 yylval.t_str .. strduplyytext); 
return ( ! N'l'EGER_CONSTANT) ;} 
r - \+ I ? [0 - 9]_ \. ? [0 - 9] • (yylv<l l. t_sLr '" st "dup (yytext) ; 
return (FLOAT_CONS'IAN'l');) 
[A - Zil-Z] IA- Za-z O- 9]' (1_1 [A- Za-z O-9J +) * 1\. (A- Za-z1 [A-Zil.-zO - 9] * (l_ i (A- Zil-ZO ­
9J~)*) * (\ [A - Za - z]IA-Za-zO- 9 j' ([_1 [A-'la-zO - 9j+)')'? { 
I' checks to sCe if 'symf lag " has a value otller than 0 '/ 
I~ calls th" (unction · syrntllb l ook()" 'I 
yy l v~ l.syrnp ~ sy:r. t~b]oo""lyytcxtl 
yy ) v" l .t.~str = sncdup:yytext); 
yyline:-1o- + ; 
printi (. i n'.'a) io. character or token encQuntered il.~. %s\n· . 
yytextl; 
funct.ion name: sy:r.tablook () 
return t ype : stn:ct symtabl * 
C:Qn.s~ructs ~he symbol tabl e by first checking t.o see if a vCl riable 
has a l re i,dy been er::tered into the symbol table. I f not then id adds 
j t: to the nymbo l table 
• ~ * * * * *. *. *' *. *' * .. ".,.., ***** ,*. ' ** ' • *. **", '* .. , *' •• '*. **** .. *. ** *. * * • * .. * / 
st~"ct. symtabl ' 
s ymtablook (s) 
char '5; 
.<.:truc~ sj.'rr,t:abl 'spt e 
for (.spt r = !;Y!'.<tahJ.; sptr"" &symtabl[SIZE]; sptr-+ ) ( 

1* Checks to see ,f i~ is "lrearl.y there . ' / 

if (npt r- >name &1< I st:rcm~(sptr->name, s)) 

/ * Che c k s to see if it is fr e e * / 
if (! sptr - :>ni;lme) ( 

sptr - :>nalr,e '" strd'.lpls); 

swi tch (SY:'Lfl<>g) 

{ case (1) (sptr - >type " st~-dup( · char_string"); 
break; J 
case (2 ) (sp';::c-:>type = sr_:cdup I· float_·) ; 
break; ) 
case (3) ( s p tr - >type = strdup( "inteqer ' ); 
b:ceak ; 1 
case (4) (sptr - :> type ~ s trd'.lp ( ' o;:'j r "); 
case 15) (spt..:c - :>type = strdupi ' ob js ") ; 
break; } 
return sptr; 
/' o th('rwi.~c con ti n u e to next * / 
yyerrar (' Too mi;lny symbols\n " ); 
e xit(l); / " c a nnot cor. t..i n ue ' / 
1 ! " s ymtablook ' / 
APPENDIX C -Hl\1L YACC FILE 
file name: drn ]-.Yilcc. y 
Thi~ file canLilins the ~emantic deflni':ions of ':"e DML gramrrer wl-_ieh 
are the input. to t he Y!l.CC Un i x t.oo l and the func':ion call to 
eOClstruet the ir_terrr.ediate lan<pc.a gc t able. 
¥include ""stdio.h> 
Rinc ] ude ""string. h> 
1 / ' sircplE sta tement ' / 
S'IRUC,!,_ST 0 / . Structured st"temen T; • / 
~defir_e INSER'f_ S'r 3 /' 1 n>:;,,,(t Gt.ilte:"l1eIlt '/ 
/* Add staterr.ent as simple .'::Lutem"'nt * I 
OUTPI)l' ST S /* Disp lay or Project. .'::tate:nent * / 
ADDST,,_ST 6 /' Add statement a s structured st"te:nent "'j 
'lidefine 
= 0; 
in t.. k '" 0 ; 

cha r's[RO ) ; / ' t\r::::ay for storing s imp l e st:ate ments '/ 

cha!'" st(80); /' Array tor storing structc'.l.:::ed r;t..atcments */ 

oh" .::: tex t [8 0 ); / ' String for r;toring t"xt.. ' / 

int N, m. t; 

type; /' Furthe:::: defines il type_ assign or type_ s :::::::uct statcmcn t , / 
lnt: typc _assign; /' St:ores the t:yp'" of si ,o.ple s t atement: ~! 
~r.t t:yp"_ ,,truct ; /' Sto::ccs t he type of "t:ruc tured st a tement */ 
'tunion ; 
" truc t symtabl *SJr.1lP; 
char 't_ str; 
int t_ i. nL; 
%tokcr. <t i nt> CHAR_S'J'RTNG 
'>tok.en <t_ int> CON'J'AU1S 
%~oke,., <t_ int> IN 
"tok en <t int> INVERSE_ OF 
ltok en <t_ st r> LOCICAL_OP2EffiTOR 
%token <t_int> MAX 
%token <t_in t > MI N 
39 
%token <t_ i n t > NOT 
,!; token < t _int > NULLL 
,!; token <~_int> PROJECT 
,!; t oken -<t_int> READ_INPUT 
%token <1:_ 1.nt> SI::T_OF 
,"token < t _int> STRING 
%I:oken <t_ inl:> THEN 
'!; token <t_inl> QUERY 
,!; toke n <t_ int> ''';HEi<E 
,!; token <I:_ int> OilJ_REF 
%-token < \:_i n\:> OBJ_ SET 
%tokcn <\:_in\:> ASSIGNMEN'T_OPERATOR 
,!;token <t_s tr> RELATION_OPERATOR 
%token <t_ int> OPEN_BRACKET 
%token <t_ int > OPEN_ PAi<ENTHESIS 
,!;token <t_int> CLOSE_ PARENTHESIS 
%token <t_in\:> SEMICOLON 
'!stoken <t_ in\:> ADDITION_ OPERATOR 
%I:oken <\:_ s tr> STRING_CONSTANT 
%token <t_ str> INTEGER_CONSTANT 
- ~tr" FLOl\T_CONS-::'ANT 
<t_str;> Tn 
I COMl-iJ'. (if (typ",_st:uct -­
~ype 
1 OIlJ_SET 
I I NT EGER 
I FLOAT 
I CHAR....STRI NG ; 
body-part 

{display_intmed (J ; query_ cons tructor () ;) ; 

I statement_list; 
cal l _insert(s, il; 
simple_ statement SEMICOLON { 
switch (type_ assignl ( 




case (ADDSMP_ s Tl : ( ca l l_addIS, 
break; ) 
caSe ( EXPR-ST) 
c " l l _ expression( s , i): 
break; ) 
for(z =O: z< i;z .. +){ 
s[z ] " NULL : } 
i =O ;}; 
(type=STRUC'r_ ST; }structured_statement SEMICOLON ( 
switch I type_s t ruct) { 
case (DELETE_STJ: ( 
call_delete(st, jJ: 
break; ) 
case (INPUT_STl : ( 
break; ) 
case (OUTPUT_ST ) : { 
break;} ; 
case (ADDSTR.-ST1 " { call_add 1st, 
jJ : 
break; } 
t ype _ struct '" NULL: 
type=SIMPLE_ST: 
for lz",O : z" j;z++){ 
st\zJ . NULL; } 
· ID (s I i ++ 1 =strc.up I $1) . )simple_ statements 
I NULLL ; 
I ASS IGNMENT_ OPERAI'OR 
(s li+'" J ,",strdup I " assign ·) ; Jass::'gn_statement 
actual--par"meters 
CLOSE_ PAREN'fHESIS ; 
Gtructc;.red_statemcnt . if._st:a tement 
I delete_ statement 

I i nput_ statement 

.i.nse r t_~ tatemEont 
I expr e ssion ; 
; I F {"t [ j .... l~strdup{" if " )·} expression 
THEN{st lj ++ ] ~strdup (· then") ; 
{st., j );j " 0 ;) 
j);j = O;type~ l;}; 
I ELSE{st[j ... ]=s t. rdup(· elsc"); c a l l_if(st, j ); ) = 0 ;) 
st [k" .,. J ~strdup(S31: 
st [k .... }=st.rdup ($5) ; 
: FOR EACH ID IN I D (s t. [k.... l =st.rd up{·jurnp"); 
st(k++ ] =st,..dupl'· in ") ; 
call_l oop(st., k); k=O;) 
st.atement_ list END_LOOP (st. [k tt l =strdup ('end_loop") ; 
call_ l oop(st, k ) ;k=O;}; 
: INSERT ID {typo_assign " 
IN5E:<T_ ST; s [i +-J " strdup (' l :J.sert·) ; 
s{i·... j =strdup($2); J 
delete_sta tement 
st [ j" J"s trdup( "del..tc " J ; 
st l j ++j =strdup("opar " ) ; ) 
delete-»arameter_l ist 
CLOS E_ PA:<EN'fi-lESIS{st [ j -+ J=s trdup( 'cpar') ;); 
de l e te_parame ter_l is t : ID {st (j' + J""s t rdup ($1) : ) 
I ID COM..'1A ID 
(st I j .. 1 =strdup($I) ; st I j H I = s trdup ("COJl\.'l\Il ' ) ; 
st [j ~ .j =strdup($ 3) ; ) ; 
fincLstatement 
s l i+ + \=s ncdup(' fi n d_ one") ; 
S l i H] =strdup{$2); 
s li ++] ="trdup ( "where " ) 
eXpre"s ion 
s (i + -l·strdup(·find~any·); 
s{i · ... l =strdup($2);) where_expr ; 
I I'l1-iERE !s[i·t]=strdup!"w!::.ere");) eKPression ; 
s t [:)H ] "'strdupj "read_ i "put") ; 
~t [jt t) =strdup! "opar " ) ; : 
id_list CLOSE_ PARENTHESIS ( st [ j ++ J=strdup( ' cpar " ) ,J; 
out put_ statement : PROJECT ID (tYPe_stl'uct = 5;st(j++J ~strduP( "project " ) ; 
st [j ~ t I "s trd\,p($2);) 
I DISPLAY OPEN_PARENTHESIS (type_struct=OU'rpUT_ ST; 
"I: [j t +] =strdup ("displ,,-y " ) ; 
st[j++l=strdup( "opal'") ;} 
di splay....pilrameter_ list 
CLOSE_ PARE:NTHESIS{st (j++ I "'strdup ("cpal'") ; ; . 
I li ~er ll. l , 
ADD OPEN_PARENTHESIS 1D COMMA ID CLOSE_PARENTHESIS 
{if (type) ( 
s [iH ) =strdup( "add") ; 
s :i tt l =strdup ('opal") ; S [ i ++ I =strd,-,p($3) ; 
s [ i + - J -oS troup ( ' <;omrna") ; s [ i~' J ~st:rdup (S5) ; s [ i++ J=strdup ("cpar " ) ; 
elsa { 
st [j' , J strdup ("add" J; sr. [j ++ J=strdup I " op"r " ) ; 
lOt ( j' +1=strdup( $3 ) ; Gt [j +' 1=strdup ("corr.rr.a" I ; 
st lj ++ ] = ,;~rdup ($5) ; st [ j" ] =strdup ("<:par " ) ; 
statistica l _ statement : M1N OP8N_ l>AR8NTHESIS ID CLOSE_PAREN'l'HESIS (if 
S [ i+ +1=scroup ("min") ; s [i~"' l =st.rdup ("opa r') ; 
s [i· ' Jcstrdup ($3) ; s I i+ -] _ stroup ( "cp a r " ) ; ) 
else ( 
st [j ++ 1"'strdup ( "min") ; st [j ++ ] =s trdup ("opar " ) ; 
st [j+ + J = s trdup( S3] ; st [j H J=strdup ("cpllr") ; J J 
i MAX OPEN_PARENTHESIS ID CLOSE_ PAREN'I'H2:S:;:S (if 
(type ) { 
,,[ i~.,. J "trdup( "max" J ; s [ i+ + J =stroup (" opar") ; 
S [ i- + ] Gtraup ($3); s [ i ++ J"'strdupI " epar") ; ] 
else { 
st [j _'] =s trdup ("max"] : "I:: [ j+- J=st.raup ("op ar" ) ; 
"t [ j ++ J=strdl:p ($3) ; 51:: [j + ~ 1~ strdupl ' cpar " 1 ; }} 
( type ) { 
I AVG OPEN_ PARENTHESIS 10 CLOSE_ PARENTHESIS ( i f 
s j i ++ ] =st rdup I "avg " ) : S ( i +;] = s~ rdup I " o:;>ar" I ; 
5 li +- J=strctup( SJ) ; 5 l i+ + ] "'s t rdup I"cpar ") ; I 
e lse I 
st l j ++ I =strdup I "avg'") ; s t: I j ++ I ~ strdup ("opa r" 1 ; 
s t I j +- ) =s trd"., ($31 : S t jj ++ 1", st: rn ,-,p I "cpar ") ; }} 
(type) ( 
I COUNT OPEN._PAREt.:"THESIS 10 CLOSE_ PARENTHESIS (i f 
s I i++] "'st:::-dup I 'count ); s Ii t + J =strdup I "opar") ; 
s [ i+ + l =strd'lPl $] 1 : 5 l i~+ ] "' s~rdupl "cpar " ) ; } 
st Ij + '"] =strdup! ' count") ; s t [ j +... ] =s troup ("opaL· ': . 
st Ij ... + I "' strd up 1$3) ; s t [ j + t ] "' st r dup I "cpar " ) ;} ) ; 
expression ( if II 'type_assign)".. Itype) ) { 
type_assi g n = EXPFt-ST ;}} r ..l_(!xpr expressions; 
I LOGICAL_ OPERATOR { i f (type) ( 
s ( i ++ 1 =strd up($l);} 
else ( 
st[j++1 ~5trdup($1l;) ) 
: s imp1e_ expr re1_exprs 
I stll.tisticlI.l_G t ate:nent re1_exprs ; 
I RELATION_OPERA'l'OR {if (type) ( 
5 I i++ I ~strdup ($1) ; I 
else ( 
5t [ j++ I ~ strdup ($1) ;} ) 
cont ain_expr : CONTAINS { if (type) { 
5[ i ++ 1 "'strd:Jp("contll.ins") :1 
(lIse ( 
st [j ++ 1 =strdup ("contllins " ); J) 
contlli"Lcxpr5 : expression; 
: term simple__exprs ; 
s impl e_exprs 
I ADDITION_ OPERATOR {if ( type) ( 
S [iH ] =strdup( "addop " ) : ) 
e lse ( 
st /j .. .. I .. s t rdup( · "dd op·); )) 
factor terms: 
I MULTIPLICATION_OPERATOR {if 	( t ype) ( 
S [ i H I" strdup( 'multop") ;) 
else ( 
st [ j .... ) .. strdup ( ' mu ltop "); ~ l term: 
NOT (if (type) ( 
5[l .... ] " s t r dup{"not " );) 
else ( 
st [j<"} =s trdup ("no t· ) -}I p rimary 
I primary: 




st lj· t ) strdnp($l);)} 

I OPEN_ PIIRENTHESIS {if 	(tYD,;>j { 
s[i ~ ~ ) =strd\lp( ' op"r' J;) 
else ( 
st[jh) strdup("opar");}) 
{if (type) / 
s [ i~~) = st~uup("cpc.r·);} 
else { 
stlj~-)= struup('cpllr");}); 
: INTEGER.-CONSTAN':" {~f (type) ( 
sli' + )= strciup(Sl);j 
else ( 
st_lj-...-)_ strdup(Sl); '.) 
I PLOAT_ CONSTAN1' (if 	( ' type) i 
sl i ~ +l= strdnp(Sl);} 
el s e { 
s t(j ++ l~ strdup($ l ) ; )J 
I STRING_ CONSTANT ( s trcpy(text, $1), 
N = str1en ( text I ; 
/* This e x trac ts single quotiltio;lS from tex t .• / 
for(m " 1 ; m< (N- 1); m++ ) 
tex t l t++ 1 = t e x t [ml ; 
tex t l t l= • \0': 
if (type) ( 
s(i ++l = strdu p (text):} 
else i 
st [ j+ .. J= strdup ( t.,x t ),}); 
ifinc l ude <s tdio.lI> 
extern int dm1lineno; 
chal<" ' S ; 
f fl ush( stdout) ; 

ff1ush(stderr ) ; 

fprir.tflstderr, "%s at line 'td\n",s,drnllinenu); 
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APPENDIX D- RilLES TO FILL IN THE INTERMEDIATE TABLE 
The following pages illustrate the correct procedure for filling in the inTermediaTe 
language table. The first line of each example list the Object-oricnted operation and its 
equivalent fumionname in The file ·'intllled_labLe" which contains the aClual eode to fill 
in the intermediate language table. The next line of each example lists a generic instance 
of the Object-oriented operation. That operation is lhen followed by a conceptual 
illustration of the intennediate language table. The information in the table shows how 
the pertinent informaTion from the operation is to he distributed in the columns and rows 
of the table. 
Find_one: [See function "calijllldO" in file "inTmed_tabl.c"] 
ida := Find_one idb where expression 
Operation Argument 1 I Argument2 I Result 










Find_many: l SI:I: function "calUindO" ill fi le "intmelUabJ.e"] 
ida := Find_many idb where expression 
Operation Argument I I Argument2 I Result 

Find_many idh I ida 

Contains: [ Sec function "calUindO" in file "intmed_tabJ.c"] 
ida contains idb 
Operation I Argument1 Argument2 Result 
contains I ida idb 
ida contains reCexp 
Operation I Argument I Argument2 Result 
contains I ida 
relational_operatorl term term tl 
relational_operatorl term term t2 
logical_operator tl t2 0 
ida contains literal 
Operation I Argument! Argument2 I Result 
contains I ida literal 
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Assignment: [See func tion "call_expressionO' in fi le "intmed_tabl.c"] 
Operation I Argument] Argument2 Result 
assign I idb ida 
Insert: [See function "call_findO" in file "inlmed_tabl.c"] 
ida := Insert idb 

Operation 
 Argument2 Result 
insert ida 
Delete: rSee function "caIUlndO" in file "intmcd_tabLc"] 
delete ida 
Operation I Argument] Argument2 I Result 
delete I ida 
delete ( ida, idb ) 
Operalion I Argument1 Argumenl2 Result 
delete I ida idb 
Read_input: [ See function "caIUindO" in file 'intmelUabJ.c"] 




Add : [Sec fu nction "caIUindO" in file "intmed_tabl.c"] 
Operation Argument 1 Result 
add ida 
Display (attribute): [See function "call_findO" in file 'intmcd_tabl.c"] 
display ( id ) 
Operation I Argument 1 I Argument2 I Result 

display I id 

display ( string constant) 
Operation Argument! Argument2 I Result 
di splay I string_constant 
Project : (See function "caIUinrlO" in file "immed_tahl.c"] 
project id 
Operation Argument! I Argument2 I Result 
project id 
Loop_statement: [ See function "caIUindO" in file "immed_tab1.c"] 
For Each id IN id statemenClist End_Loop 
Operation I Argument] I Argument2 I Result 
Jump I Id I Id(set of Id) I Fl 'P"" '"'", "'" 
Statement-li st 
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If: rSee function "caIUlmlO" in file "intmcd_labl.c"] 
If expression then statemenClist else_part End_if 























Operation I Argument I I Argument2 Result 
else I I I Cl 
(statemenClist) 
end~f 
APPENDIX E • INTERMEDIATE TABLE HEADER FILE 
~i le name: intO'Oed_tabl. h 
This f .i 1e conta i ns the doc l arations for' int med_tabl.c· and the 
def i nit i on of the " i ntmed_ node" struc t ure . 






s t ruct intmed_ node 

struc t intme"--r.ode ' prior; 

vo i d C~ ll_i nsert () ; 
void cal l_delete () ; 
vo i d cal l_eXpre ssion () ; 
void ca ll_ loop () : 
void call_output (); 
void display_ int",ed (): 
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APPEN DI X F· INTERMEDIATE TABLE IMPLEMENTATIO:'Iri I'ILE 
Thi s f ile contains the ::;trucu"res and funct ions to construcr_ the 
In ~"r",edia te l cmguilge table 
!lir.clun e <string .h:> 

#inc l -..,,::ie <stci l ib . h:> 

~ inc:lude <ctype_h> 

sr_::: ' lct i ntme ri_r.ode 'L ..mpt ::: ; 

GtrucL ir,~med__node *yriptr ; / * Foints to the previous node. ~/ 

s ~ruc t i nLm..d....node *templ----ptr; 
char * telllP_ arr[9 ] ; /* 	 Strin;; array fo r temporary storage o f ,",,,sults i n the 
intermcdia to lan,-,ua,-," tabl o_ */ 
int q = 0; 
fU:let,ion name: cil:l_ insert 1) 
r .. turn type : void 
purpose : This fU'lction (i:ls in the ~able for t:"le 00 inse:::t opera~ion . 
int size, 
1 * Tr.is cod.. Ca n b .. u::;ec1 to uncerotanc tl;c carling st.L"...,ctUre fo::: 
cal l_insert () 
i nt m, 
prin~f (. \nS t ructurc fo[" insert_ stateme:tt\:t "); 
for(:n = 0, m < size; mH) 
p r intfl"'tci %s\n " , an'_ins[m]),~1 
j* 	Temporary var iab l es for the storage of t emporary resul ts which are limited 
to il tota l of 9 Not limited ny any other fac~or. 
- > li neno " '1++; 

temptr - > opaL" ~ arr_ins [ 2] , 

t e mptr - > ilrg1 = ilrr_ ins [3 ] ; 

temptr = arr_ iw:' [0], 
!;Cemptr - :> pr i or = l'riptr ; 




} /. end ot c31 1_ir.sert (I • / 
function :lilme: c a l l_fiu:lC: 
return type: V01C 
pu::pos e: TId s function fills in t he t"b~e for both 00 fin ci_ o r.e "nd find~flny 
o p erat ions. NOTE: Limiti:lg factor i:.; max s :c ze f or find statement is as 
,*,,. •• , •• ,**, ••• , , •••• * •• , ........ ...... .... . . .. ,, •• ,', • ••••• ,*,.*, .... * .... * • •••••••• • ' / 

v o id cal l _findCdrr fin , size: 

cr.a::'* arr_f ;n; 

int s ize ; 

int j = 0; 
/* 'l'hi s code C,,1". be us.,d to u:1de rsta:1o tlJe coding ;;tructur e f or "''' ' I _ fiILG() 
printf( " \nStruct ure for find_ statemunt\n " ); 
! o r (m = 0; m < si ze; nt .+ ) 
printf("%d %S\"' " , m, a rT_fin [m] l; * j 
tcmp_ drr[2J = "t2 ' ; 
temp_ "rr[J] '" "t3"; 
t emp_arr (4] = "t4"; 
tem,,_ arr(6] "t6"; 
temp_ ilr r [? ] = "t?"; 
temp_ ilrr18 J '" 't8"; 
temptr = inLmed_ ",odc _a lloc(); 
- > 1;neno = q++; 
temptr -> o par = a rr_ fl,-,(2 ] ; 
temp tr - > ilrgl = arr_iin(3 ] ; 
tempf.r -> ICesul:: "' dICr_f i n[O]; 
= prip t r; 
if (prip:::::) 
priptr -> n eX:: = Le:nptr; 
pript r = terr,ptr; 
if ( s ize == 8 ) { 
temptr -:> 1ineno '" qt t; 
temptr - > opar - arr-_ fin(61; 
t-emptr -> argl = arr _ fin [5 J; 
temptr - > arg2 = arr_fin[7 J ; 
temptr _> r esult " 0Q"; 
t emptr - ;> p rior = priptr; 
pr ip~r -;> next '" ~ e:npt r ; 
priptr = 

1 '" Q; 

j = 8; 
it ( (size == 12) I I (size == I G» ( 
:emptr = intmc",--node_ a11oc () ; 
temp t r - > lineno ~ q -+ ; 
temptr -> opar - arr_ fin[ j - 21 ; 
temptr - > a rg2 = arr_fin ( j - 1 1; 
terr,ptr - ;> prio r = p rip tr; 
pr i ptr - > next = tempt r; 
priptr - tenptr; 
temptr -> lineno = q++ ; 
temptr - ;> opar ., <lrl" _ fin[j + 2 ] ; 
tempt r -;> argl = arr_tin[j + 1); 
t emptr - ;> arg2 = arr_fin [ j + )); 
terr.ptr - ;> result = temp_ arr [ l" + ) ; 
temptr - ;> prior = priptr; 
priptr - ;> next - temptr ; 
templ.J>tr = pripLr; 
priptr = tempt r; 
te"'ptr ~ intmedJlOde_alloc () ; 
temptr - ;> 1 i neno = q++; 
temptr - ;> ar'll '" templ.J>tr -;> res ult; 
tere"ptr - ;> arg2 = priptr -;> res",lt; 
it (:; i ze == 16) 
temptr - ;> resul t = temp_ arrfl++) ; 
else ( 
temptr - ;> resu l t = " 0 " ; 
temptr - ;> prior = priptr; 





temp2-IJ t r .. t emptr; 

Isiz e ,, ~ 16 ) I 
temptr -;> l i neno q ++ ; E 
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temptr -> opar " arr_fin[j • 6]; 

temptr - > arg1 '" a rr_ fin(j -+ 5); 

temptr -> arg2 " arr_fin(j -+ 7]; 

temptr -> result" temp_arr(l .. -); 

temptr -> prior" priptr; 

priptr -> next '" temptr; 

ternpl...,ptr ~ priptr; 

priptr = temptr; 

temptr " intmed_node_alloc () ; 
ternptr -> lineno " q-++; 

temptr _> opar " arr _ fin (j -+ 4 ]; 

temptr -> arg1 " temp2-?tr -> resu lt ; 

temptr -> arg2 " priptr -> result; 

tempt r -> resu l t_ " 

temptr -> prior" priptr; 





if I size "'" 20 ) ( 
intmed_node_alloc () ; 
temptr -> 1ineno " q.-+; 
temptr -> opar ~ arr_ finJj - 21; 
temptr -> arg1 " arr_ fin[j - 3); 
temptr -> arg2 " arr_ fin[j - 11; 
temptr _> result z tentp_arr(l++]; 
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priptr = tenlptr; 

tempt r - > 
t emptr - > 
te:nptr - > 
temptr - > 

















= priptr ; 
next" tempte; 
= pciptr; 
lineno " q+ + ; 
opar = a rr_fin [ j I ; 
+ 2); 
+ 1 ) ; 
• 3]; 
[l+" l; 
t.emptr 	~> "rgl = te:np l ....vtr - > re!>u.l t; 
- > arg2 = pript.r - > result; 
- > result ., temp_arr [L++ ) ; 
- > prior'" priptr ; 
priptr -> next = temptr; 
pript::: = temptr; 
temp2....vt::: " temptr ; 
temptr -> lineno " q++; 
temptr _> opar " arr_fin[j + 6), 

temptr -> ar9 1 " arr_fin {j + 5); 

temptr - > arg2 " arr_ fin {j + 7 ) ; 

temptr -> resul t" temp _ arr[l++!; 

temptr -> prior" pript r; 

priptr -> next • temptr; 

temp1-ptr '" pr iptr; 

priptr " tempt r; 

temptr " intmed.-node_a lloc (! ; 
temptr -> lineno " q++; 
temptr -> opar " arr_ fin[j + 10] ; 
temptr -> argl " arr_fin {j + 9 ) ; 
temptr - > arg2 • arr_fin(j + 11); 
temptr -> result" temp_a rr [l+ + ); 
temptr -> prior '" priptr; 
priptr -> next" temptr; 
temp1--ptr " p riptr ; 
priptr .. temptr; 
temptr -> l ineno .. q*+; 
t emptr - > opar .. arr_tin [j + 8) ; 
temptr - > arg1 " temp1--ptr - > result, 
temptr - > arg2 " priptr -> result; 
t emp tr - > result " temp_arr[l++! ; 
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t.empt_r -> prior ~ priptr; 

priptr -> next = t emptr; 

p riptr '" temptr; 

t emptr - > lin",no " q ++, 

t.omptr - > upar .. arr_fin!:i + 4], 

temptr -> "rg1 = te:np2.J>t.r -> nos"lt, 

~."mptr -> ar92 = .,riIltr -> result, 

-> result = "0", 
te:nptr = pript.r, 
pript_r temptr; 
priptr " temptr, 
= 0, 
} /. end of ca1l_find() . / 
/ •••••••• •• • * •••••••••••• * •• __ •• *_ •••••••••••••.•••••.• •••••.••• *._............. . 

[unction name: cal1_de1ete() 

ret:urn type: void 

purpose: Thi'-' function fi l ls in the tanl'" Eor the 00 delete operatiuns of One 

a nd t ,,,,o arguments. 

into s i ze; 
I " 'l'h i s code c an be used to understand the coding st.ruc!:ure for ca ll_delete!) 
int ro; 
printE I ' \nStruc ture for delece_stateroent\n " ); 
(orlm = 0; m < s i ze ; mH) 
print f ( " %d %s\n " , m. arr_de l( m]) ;" 1 
::emptr -> lineno = q ... ; 

temp tr arr_ deI I O]; 

temptr - > argl = arr_de l [ 21; 

tempt r - > arg2 = arr_del [4]; 





priptr = temptr; 

priptr = temptr; 

) I" end of call_ delete I ) • / 
f\lnc ti on nane: cilll_ expression() 
return type: void 
purpose : This functio 'l filla i n the table On aasignmellts of values to 
void ca l l _ expressiO<>(ilrr_exp, size] 
char " a rr_ exp; 
/ *This code can b e uaed to u:ldcrsta:1d the c.:oding sr.ruct.ure f or 
call_cxpression 11 
int m: 
printf (" \nStructu rc for expression\n ") : 
fo rlm ~ 0; m < aiz .. ; m--- + ) 
printf( " %d 't8 \n", :n, a rr_ €xp [ml]:' / 
- > lineno .. Q+-; 

temptr - > opar .. arr_€xp[ l l; 

t.emptr - > argl = "-rr_ exp (2J; 

t e mptr -:> prior = priptr: 
i f (priptrj 
priptr - ~ n",x t = temptr, 

p riptr _ t e mp t r; 

) /. I"nd o f cal l _express i on ~ ; 
func t ion name : call_ if{) 
return type: void 
p :npose: Tr.is (unet i o,.., fills in t:,e table fo,,- thl" 00 if ope rations. 
of t wo ~e la t ~ve expressio ns :;>er e",cl'. if statement. No l i m.it i ng 
. ..•• •.• ~ ••.. ~., .. ".,"*' •• . , ••• ,., "*~ •• •• • ~ ••• , . . . . ..... ... .. , "**'~" ,. <0 ***; 

v oid c al l _ ;f( a rr_ i f, size) 
/''I'his code cftn be used to u:ldersta :ld the eodinq strucc t ure f. o r cal l _if() 
p r int E ( . \nS t ruc ture for i f _s tatement\n ") , 

(o r (m ~ 0 , m <: s ize, mI l) 

printf (" %d ,"s\n ', on . arr _ if[rr.j),'/ 

temptr = intmed_ node_ alloc \ I 
tempt r - ~ l i :leno '" q+*, 
temptr -> opar = arr~it j O ] ; 
temptr -> prior = .,riptr ; 
if (priptr) 
priptr - > next = te;r,ptr; 
priptr = temptr; 
if I s i ze= = 4) ( 
temptr = intmeUlode~allac I) ; 
temptr - > 1 inena " q+ + ; 
t emptr - > opar " arr~if [2]; 
tempr_r -> arql = arr_i f[l]; 
temptr -> arg2 = <o.rr_if[3]; 




priptr - > next" temptr ; 





if ( 	 (size =" 8) && (!.strcmp{arr_if [ 2]. "opar"))) ( 
temptr = i ntmecl..-node_alloc(); 
temptr -> lineno ~ q+ +; 
temptr - > opar = llrr_i f [1]; 

t emptr -> arg! " a rr_ifI 3]; 

temptr -> re!;ult " temp_arr[l+ + ]; 

temptr - > prior" priptr; 

priptr -> next " temptr; 

.,riptr • temp tr ; 
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temptr -~ 1ineno '" q++; 

temptr -> opor " a rr_if[5J; 

temptr - > ar'1l "" p riptr - > result; 

temptr - > 3rg2 " arr_ if(6); 

temptr - > result '" temp_arr[l++]; 

temptr - > prior'" priptr; 

prlptr - > next", temptr; 






i f I Isi ze "'" 9) && (!strcmp(3rr_ if(4]. "and " ) II !strcmplarr_ if[4 L 
})} ( 
temptr -> 1ineno '" q++; 

temptr -> opar .. arr_ if [2] ; 

temptr - > ar'11 '" a rr_ifI1 ]; 

temptr -> arg2 .. arr_ifI3]; 

temptr -> result .. temp_arr(l++ ] ; 

t emptr -> prior " priptr; 

priptr - > next .. temptr; 

pr i ptr = temptr; 

temptr ., intmeCLnode_alloc I) ; 
temptr - > 1ioeno ; q+ + ; 
temptr - > opar " arr_if [6J; 
-> arg1 " arr_if[5]: 
temptr -> arg2 '" arr_if[71; 
-> result ,. temp_arr[l+~I; 
temptr - > prior = priptr; 

priptr -> next'" temptr; 

templ -ptr '" priptr; 

'Cemptr - > lineno '" q •• ; 

temptr -> opar : <l.rr_if [4]; 

temptr -> <l.rg l " temp 1-ptr -> result; 

temptr - > arg2 " priptr -> result; 

temptr -> result .. temp_arr(l++]; 

tempt r - > prior " priptr; 

priptr -> next = temptr; 





function niOt;le: ci'l l _ loop( ) 
:ce t u:cn type : void 
purpose : TlLi.s function fi lls in the r.",.,le fo:c t he 00 loop operFitions. 
* * • * ~ ... " , ••• * ~. ~ * * ~ * ... * .. . * * •• * . * .. * * * • * • • • * " ., • • • * • * • , ... * . * .... * * *. * •• *. / 
int s i ze ; 
/ * Thi~ code can be uoed to understand the codil1g otr<.:c ture for ce.ll_ loopll 
pr i nt f I " \nStructure for loop_s~atc:r.e:::tt \n *) ; 
fo:c(~ = 0; m" oize; :1'.-.-+) 
temptr - > opdr = arr_ loop[O]; 
-> argl " a r r _loop (l J ; 
-00 a rg2 = a r r _ loop[.'l]; 
= priptr; 
priptr -> next '" temptr; 
priptr '" temptr; 
fur.ct ion name: call_ input (I 
return type: void 
purpose: This functio" fills in the table for the 00 input opera tion. 
int si z e; 
int m " 0; 




printf (. \nStructure for input_statement\n'I ; 

forlp = 0; P "' si ze; pH) 

printf("%d %s\,, ' , p, a rr_inp[pll; */ 
for( '<I ~ Cl ; m <= (size - 4); m~ = 4) ( 

tE'mptr .. intrr.ed_node.. dlloc () ; 

temptr - > lineno = q~ ~ ; 

temptr - > op,,-r = arr_in:;) [ O]; 

80 
temp::r - > a rgl = a rr_ inp [m .. 2 1; 
if ( (m ~ 4 ) <= size) 
ternp t r - -,. arg2 = arr_inp[ m .. 4 J; 
tempt r -,. result = " 1 " ; 
t emptr - -,. pr i o r = p riptr ; 
if (priptr) 
p ri p t r - > next = t e;r.ptr; 
p riptl' " tempt r ; 
if ( pl'i ptr) 

pl'iptr - > resul t = " 0 ' ; 

1 / . end o f call_ i npu t () ~ / 
functicr. name : cal l _ ou t put () 
return type : void 
purpose: T~i s func ticn f i l ls in the t a b l e fo r the 00 O'-1tput operation 
int si ze; 
81 
/ " This code can he used t:o l1"dersta"d t:he coding 'Ot:ructllre for cilll_ out:put:() 
printf (" \nSt::::uctu:::e for outPUt:_stiltement \n") ; 

forlp = 0; P " size; pH) 

pyintfl ' ~d %s\n", p, arr_Ol1t[p]);"/ 

for( III = 0; m <= (size - 4); rtH = 4) I 
temptr -> l ineno = q+~; 
temptr -> ilrgl '" arr_ outlm ~ 2J; 

if ( 1m ~ <1) <~ size 1 

temptr -> a::.-g2 = ilrr_out [m + 4J; 

temptr - > re,;u1t = "1"; 





priptr -> next = tcmptr; 





p!::iptr - > r ..su ~ t ~ "0"; 

functio" nam",: cal l _ dddl) 
purpose; Th,i,s [ uClct. i on f i lls in the tahle f or the 00 add opeL'ation. 
,,<. '<••• ••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••• *••• "* . ......... .. ......... . ", ••• /
~ ,~ ~ ~ 
/ ' This cocle CAn be used t o understand t he coding structure f or '-'d 11 _"dd() 
printf (" \nStructure, tor ddd_ stat.."n"nt. \n') ; 

for(p = 0 ; P "" SlZe ; p++) 

prir.tfl P. a1:'1:'-<" Cir1 [p] J;'/ 

torr,ptr -> 1ineno = c;:+ '; 

terr.ptr -> opar = arr_ add(OJ; 

t.e~ptr -> arg1 = arr_ " dd(2J; 

- > arg2 = drL_ddd(4J; 
ten:;>t:r ;- prior = priptr ; 
if (priptr) 
vr ~ pt.r - "> next = 
priptr = tempt::; 
) /. end of c ,, : l _ dclC() . / 
ret:ur;) t y pe: struc t int:mcd_ n<>d.. 

pu:-po::;",: Thi ::; func~io" allocates an area of :Y,emory f a :; the struCh.l H.• of 

~ ~ . ~ w w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W W ~ * ~w * w * w * ~ * * ~ * ~w * * ~ ,. ** * * * *+* *+* ~ ~ * * * * * * ~ * ~ ~. ~ . ~+. ~. ~ * ~ •• " * * * IT T T T 
:,;truet in::med_node • intm"'d..,.r. o c.",_alloc () 
~i fdc f EnEx Flaq 
prir.tf ("En ::er intmed_ no d e_alloc \n") ; 
malloe (sizcof(stl"UCr ir,tmed.. :1 o de))) == 0 ) ( 
pr i n tf (. ~~ * i:;.tmed_node_a l loc probl",m with = l loc\n"); 
hfd",f EnExFlag 
new_ intmed n o ne -~ argl ~ . '; 
if ( ! intwe<LfirstJ)ode ) ( 
I ~ " '~'" _•. * •• - _." •••••• " ...... " ••••• _....... . ..... .. ..... "~"" " "" " "" 

f unc tion name : d i s p lay_intmed{) 
ret u rn type: v()id 
purpo s e: Thi s funct i on d isp l ays :::he intermedi a te la::lguage tab l e . 
• ••••••••• • ••• •• •••• • - -: • • • _•• •• •••••• * •• • •••• _•••• -.- • •• , _.,.,. ** •• ~~ •••• ". ' I 
void display_in t-med I) 
stru ct in::med_ noc.e ' temp: 
t e:r.p _ intmed...ti r styode ; 





printf("%d\t %s\t %s\t %s\t %s\t\n " , temp-:>lineno, temp-:>opar, temp­
:>ar.;l , temp->a rg2 , t emp -:>resul t) ; 
temp '" t emp->next; 
) jx e nd of di splay_intmed() '/ 
AI'I'E:'IiDlX G· DML QUERY CONSTRUCTOR HEADER FILE 
/ •• , •• •••• • , ~ .~* .~*." *. *. *... . *. *.... •• , .~ ... *~ • •••• , .. , ... * ... ... * * 0 .... *' •• 
This fi l e contains the decla".r:ions f. o. the "dml_comp.c' ilnd also 
the definition of the "alxll que_ nod,,' st.ucture . 
intl'1ed_ t,,;'l . h" 
/ ~ The max lengt_:'l of pat.h expression . / 
/ ' The trlax nwnbc:: of <-'<.!mpiler-deEined objset 
variabl es * / 
~deflne MAXRF.FVAR 20 / * The milX nu.-rher of compiler - ne[ir.cd objref 
variables * / 
/ ' The size of t_h e clacsni'..me stack '/ 
"truet aWlquejlode ( 
text l~OOl ; 
struct d i c!:_attr_node ~ in_clils s{ ) · 
struct symtabl • in_ symtab() ; 
struct dict_dttr_node "check_inherit () ; 
struct dict_attr_node • check_cover ( ) ; 
void query_cons truc tolC () ; 
void convert_ insert_ statement () ; 
void convert_fincLstatement () ; 
void convert_ loop_statement () ; 
void convert_del ete_s ta tement (1 ; 
void convert_assig~statement (); 
void convert_display_statel:\ent () ; 
void convert _readlnput_statement (1 ; 
void construct_add() ; 
struct obj _dbid_node 'crea teDic t I); 
char · conv eT t._ contains_statement ( ) ; 
voi d construct _ r e t rieve_gen (: ' 
void construc t_ret rieve_logica ll); 
char ' cons tru c t_re t rieve_ref () ; 
void con5truct_ upda ce I) ; 
void cons truc t _ r e tr ieve_disp lay( 1 ; 
c har 'conver t t oupper II ; 
char *converttoclassname I) ; 
char ' conver t tolower () ; 
void ad"'-.varl ist () ; 
void displ",y _abdl () ; 
void c leanup_li sts () ; 
APPENDIX H - QUERY CONSTRUCTOR IMPLEME~TATION FILE 
file " arne : dml_comp .c 
'n"·~p~e.e',icn of tllO interrr.ediate lar_guage synbol ::able and 
for t he construction of ABDL wn.ich ilre p laced 
exocJ.tion by the RTM . 
lf i;lCludo <stdio. h> 

Ifi nc lude <string.h> 

Ifinclude <stdl ib.h> 

itinclude <ct'y"pe .h> 

If include -li co~\IT.data. h " 

'\'; nclud., " oodb_s tructures .h' 

e¥include " dml_comp . h " 

extern struct intrr.c d _ r.ode ' int.rned_fiu:t_:lOde; I"defined i n intrned_ tilbl. c * 1 
struet intned_ node *intmcd....ptr; 
i'T'l .,se variables 
<lames'; 
variab:es * I 
v ariab l es' I 
class<lames ' i 
char equal [ 2]; I·'rh is v ariable stores a <l equali t y si gn*1 
chilr final_ resu lt [ANLength + 1 1; I"Thi s var i a;, l .. sL"reD tho var i ilble !'.amc of 
a find operati un'; 
; * s fo r the indf'x of reftilbl_a:::r • i 

i' a fa::: the indox of attr a r r '; 

int f; f for the index o f obj_rcf_arr 'I 
i "L p; p for the index of obj ... set_arr "I 
i n t subsf l ag ; 1* informs ret:::ieve_st.atement: o f a substitution 'I 
fun c ion na:-x : aMlque_ node_ illloci) 
re~."rn I:yp '" steuet acdl que_r_ode 
= createDict(); !'TlJ~," 
. ,, ") ! ' it wil l be 
d'o,_o,,',_-"," " obj_dbiu-ptr - :> 
p'-'rpose : This fu nction allocutes me:nory for the construction of A3D:" query 
• * • ••••• •~*. , • • ••••• ~ * ~* ••• *** * ••••••••••• * •• * •• '*'~* *** " '* ' '***'~ .~***., **. ; 
struct abc:ilque_"ode ' abdlque_node_ alloc () 
{ 
str):ct abdlquc_nodc • "ew_ aoolque_node; 
/. Allocate me:nory :or the str"efure of an abdlque_ node ./ 
j f ((ncw_ a bdlque_ node " (struet abdlque_node .) 

malloe (shcof(struct abdlqu",_ node)) "" 0) ( 

ma l loe \n" );
" "~ abdlque_node_alloc proble:n with 
,n••,_aC'Q~qua_OQQa -> text, ." ) ; 
/ ••••• • * ••• * ••• * •• ******* .* •• * ••• ** ••• * . ..... * •••• *,.* • • • • • ••••• •• ••• • •• ••• • ••• 
fu"tion name: query_ cor.r:tructor () 
return type: void 
purpose: This function Serves as tr.c main controller for dml _ eomp.c 
* ••• * • ••• • ••• """'*"*""*'**~'" ••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• • , •• •••• , •• , •••••• / 
void querY.fO!lstructor () 
{ 
int i; 
char te:npref(3] ; 

char tempset: (3]; 

char text [ 20]; 

#~fdef EnExFlag 
prj"t f (. Enter query_eonstructor\n"); 
#endi f 
OVens the data dictio:Ja::-y'/ 
u s ed i" retrieve statements ,/ 
odn_f i rst_diet_cls; / 'Thj s poi nt5 to the 
I"rhis loop initii11i"o:," the objref_ arr fo~· compi l er defined ol.:j_ref vi1riable. 
ex: ra . r'::> ' / 
temp r .,f: 
I ' This loop ini tializes the objset~arr (or compi l er de f ined ob j _ set variabl e. 
e X: sa , sD '/ 




temp set ! !) " Z"-+; 

t empset[2J " '\ 0'; 

strcpy (objset_arr [iJ . t empset) ; 

intmed-ptr = i ntmed_ first_flode ; I ' poin!:s to the first line of the 
i nte r mediate table ' ; 
S .. 0 ; 
0; 
p = 0, 
,,-h ilelintmed-ptr ) ( 
st r cpy rfinal_ result. "& ' ); j ' the form needed in aOOl - side '; 
.i t l-jnt~\eCLPtr- >res ult ) 
stl:cat ( f ina l _ lOesult. intmedytr->result) ; I ' jast a ssign:"ent to be 
done" ; 
s t rcpy(text, i ntmed-Ptr - >opar}; 
1 ' liBt of pessinl " branches ' / 
switch (text [ Oj) 
{ case ( ' f-) (c onvert_f i :ld_sta teme"tl); 
brea k; } 
CitSe ('d') {i f (text !l]", . ' i'j 
, 
b rc,,).:;;) 
caso ( ' a ' ) (if (text!l ) =- ' d') 
e lse ( 
convert_ass igrLstate:ncn t () ; 
break; } 
{convert _ rea dlnput_statement () ; 
b reak,} 
c dse ( ' j') ( convert_loop_ 1>CaCement() , 
break;} 
case (' i ' ) (i( ( text !1] "' ~ 'n ') 
convert_ i nsert_sta tement () ; 
e l se ! 
conve rt_ if_ state.""e:lt() ;
, 
93 
brea k; } 
C_,",f' I' f") ,-if (text 141 =- L') 
convert__ ~ ~_"t_"tt>r:-.en~_ () ; 
break; ) 
)i' end of switch statemer.t '/ 
i:ltmed----p::r = intmeo:L.ptr -> next; 
}/* ercd of while s:tI:e:l'_ellt ~/ 
adc__varll,.t I); 
fun~ion ,lCtme: in_,lidinn",ln""me( 
return tyl''': ,;tn.:.cL dic'_an ',~nnd, 
purpose: '1'h1.", [unction i; a elassname, given as an arguement, i_'3 
in ::he data dictionary It 50, i: returns ::he po~nter to that cla ss. 
street 	dict_ocls_rcode ~iIl_dictio!lary{ocnamf') 
oenilme[ANLt>r.gth , 1]; 
-h	 fdef Er:,,:xFlag 
printf (. Ente" in_c.ietionary\n"); 
-> die::_oenJlllmc, oenaroe) ) ( 
an,'_=n,_'emp -~ dict_first_lIttr; 
printf (-' :::xit in_dic::ionllry tn:e\n"); 
t:Ilt:xl·lllq 
ftifdef EnEx? l ag 
print.f ( " ?x i t in_dic t ionary falsf> \ n " I ; 
jencif 
fpr intf (stue,-,- , i n the uict i on<'l:::-y ~ . . ") ; 
e xi t (1); 
I I ' end cf in_ dictio","ry ~ .' 
funtic n !liOn e : i n_cl"ss (a t t rna .-ne) 

retur" type: struc t d i ct_att:::-_ :'lOdc 

p:upcse: 'T h i s :'unct ion d et..,r""n " es if Cln <'I ttr i bute ,," me, g iven "" <'I I'. a rg".lement, 

i s in c:,.;, curre"t Cl"55 I f so, it ret uL-n.'l t:,e po intf>r to that. 
......... 
~.~.' 
c;;,,,,, att,-name [I\NLeI'.gth t 1 ] ; 
( 
1 ifdef EnEx f"l a u 
p ::- i nt f ( " Enter in_ c l a ss\n"); 
#endi f 
#i fde f EnEx!'la,} 

pri_n':Cf I " Exit i n _ c l ass true\n ") ; 

lIi(d" f Er.Ex? lag 
print:fl'Exit i,,_c l as" f<'l l ~e\ n "); 
)1* end o f in_ class °1 
1 .... " "· · · ··· · ..*·**· ·.. ··*· *· ···*····*·*·* .. ·· ,, '**··· .. · * '*'* ... .... .. ... , 

re t urn type: str,,-c t m , -",u_,wao 
purpo£:e: Th i.'l f ll!lction if there is "n inhe:::-i t a nce re l ation i n 
the current clas£: I f so, then it returns" pointer ::0 that 
<. , ••••• •• • • • " .. **- • • " ., • • * ... . .. . ** • • ** ... . . .. . * •• * .. . . *.'** ... ... . , ••• ***; 

~ ifdef EnExFl<lg 





- > dict_ ret_ type, • inherit " ) ) { 
true\a" 1 ; 
r eturn (dict_ <lct temp); 1 
hfdef EnExFlag 
printt("Exic c heck_ in"-erit fnlse\n "); 
)I*end of c;..,eck_inherit *1 
!.'"eturn type, struct d'oU,,<_,oodo 
purpose: 	~'his function if there is a c oVer relation in 
the eu!.'"re'l t c .1<1 ss. Ii so, then it returas a pointer to that 
ilttribute row . 
struct dict_<lttr_node *c:..,eck_ cover (1 
{ 
struct dict_attr~..,.ode ~dict_at.t_temp; 
Iritdef EnEx?l" q 
pri:ltf ("J::nter check_ cove!.'"\:"!") ; 
dict._at t._tcrnp - c.ict_at.tr....ptr; 

w'lile(dict_ " tt_ te:np) ( 

if( !s trcmp(dict_"t.t_tcrnp - > dict_ref_ type. "!Cover") ) ( 

1Ii f def EnExFlag 





printft "Exit. check_cover fah:e\n") : 

}/ 'end cf check_cov"r ./ 
retur:l t y»e: stnict syr.ltil.b l 
pu"pose: Tr.i s func tion dot"rmi""", i f " vaciable is in the synwo l table. 
I f so . it "eturns a pcinter ::0 tha t variable . 
•• ** • • •• *•••••••• ** ••••••••• • •••• * •••• * * ....... . ............... .. .... *.***** / 

str.1ct syrr.tabl 'iU_s Yln~ah (v" rna"'e) 
cnat ' va!'name; 
sl-ruet symtahl 'sptr ; 
¥ i f def EnExFlag 
r>rintf I • E!")ter H'._syro tab\n"l: 
s ptr + + 1 ( 
vilrnilmel 1 ( 
Ifendif 
rcturr. spt.r ; ) 
f al se\ n") ; 
; / . end of in_sy:n~abl . / 
funtion nilme : cOIlv"rt._f illcLsta t eI:\ent ·: l 
retnrn type: vo~d 
PUO:PO>H' : T" i", fur.c t ior. CO:lVerts [iu,Lon., or. tind_many opcratio!"ls to there 
Al:lDL 
vo ; d convett_ fin:Ls,:"tenent (I 
( 
lI i fdef EnExFlaq 
printf (. En t..,,, eonver~._ f.i .r.cLstatemeIlt 'n") ; 
!endi f 
I ' Typ" chccki r.g for f ind_one ilnd fi!"ld_";d;'lY • / 
w_,cym',."w'meo.-"U - > result); 
" %s%s\n " , i"tmed-ptr - > result, · should bo 
exit (1); 
" %s%s\r. " ,intmed-ptr -> result.' 51101.;.1<1 be 
exit(l) ; 
else { 
fp::i n tf (stderr. • ~s%s\" · . intmed-ptr - > result. is an undec la red 
v""iabl e ' 
exit ( 1) ; 
) / 'end of type checkinq • / 
symtab-ptr->cIsname ~ strdup(:ntmed_ ptr - >argl); !*keeps the related class for 
each var i able * 1 
/"first t a ble to be s<>arched'! 
·..,l".ilc(strcmp (intmco---.ptr - > resu lt. 

intme(Lptr = i ntrr,ed-ptr - > next; 

strcpy ( text. intmed-ptr - >opar) ; 

j"bra:1c:'1 for the expression part o f a f i nd_one or fi ndJ.lany st atement ' / 

:J'",itch (text[Oll { 















= 0 ; 





}/'end o f switch statement ' / 
) /* o nG of while 




print f ( " Exit cOllvert_ finc stateIr.e n t\n") ; 
#endH 
) ! ' e Cld o f. find sta teme:lt ' I 
fU:ltion name: convert l o g ica1 _ l> ta temer. t l temp_drr. i ndex, l ogopar) 
l e tur:l t ype : char ' 
Thi s f ur-e t ion Lalld l es the .inc rement_al growth of l ogical argucmcr.ts, 
It r e a ds the variable n a mes and thei::: order in the intermediate 
tabl e a:ld then IT.atches i t to one of t:-:o below . Logical 
argue",e"t~ dre lim.it.eC to t.he Dize of the array "temf'_drr " in the 
file i ll Lmed_ tahl _c. 'rhe following illustration s h oul d clar ; f y t he 
mean i ng of t h e cases below. 
temp_ il:::r (0) t e mp _ a rr (1) t em,,_ arr(3) temp_ iln:( 4) 
( a=b) AND I e~d ) ( e=f) A..'ID I g = h ) 
temp_ arr (0) temp_arr (1) te:rv_arr (3) 
( a=b) AND (c=d) I e=f ) 
index, }ogopar) 
~nt index; 
int l ogopa::::; 
{ 
int lett, right; 
0, 
right = O. 
~ - index; 
switch (i!loex) ( 
c a se(1) {left = 0; 
r'--ght =1. 
brea k; I 
{ 1 eft_ = ~; 
rig:,t: = 3; 
brea:.c; } 
( left ~ J ; 
right = <I. ; 
h r eak; ) 
{ left. = 2; 
right '" 5 
"Exit conver t _l ogi c a l _ st atement ") ; 
return (o bjset_ a rr [p- 1 J ) ; 
} / " end of convcrt_log i c il l _ "tilr.ement ~I 
:lame: constru"t_ retr ieve_log icil l( varname, leftv"r , r i ",;,Lvdr, 10gfl"-9) 
ren!rn type : void 
purpose : This function hamlles the -i nt.e rpretation oE l ogi c al oper"tors 
lettv"r, rightvar, l ogflag) 
char temptext [ilO ) ; 
ki ::def En£xr'lag 
r> r in t t ( " 'lis \1:" , "En ter construct_ retrieve_ logical "), 
break, ) 
case(l ): (sL <·cpy(~.empt exc, ' ~ "); 
b rea k; } 
case(2): ( scrcpyitempt ext , . ~ " ); 
" ~ ·edk ; } 
strcat ( temptext 
streGt ( temptext, 
htdet Er.ExFlaq 
pr intf 1"%5\"' . • Ex it construct_ re t ri e ve_ logica l"l ; 
} / ' end of c O:lstruct_ retrie ve_ logical " / 
/*** * .. ** * * * * . * *. ~* * *. * * *~ ~ *~' * '** ** '** _T . * _. * * **.* * * * *' * ••• • * * • • *~~ ** .* * _~ * ** * 
ret\lrn type: char * 

purpose : T:'li,; tunc tion r.andle~ the interpretution of r e lation"l operar_ors. 

"har -' convert_rel_ex prl l 

( 
" har tempvar , lOJ; 

char l-em _v« l [10 I ; 

int N r 0; / * keeps the size of L'le argument1 ~ / 

int i = 0; 





p r int:' I"Ent_er convert_ce l_expr\n"l; 

for I i = 0; i< ~; i ++ l 

slrcpyl a ttr_acc [i J , 

u = 0; 

N --" s t r l e n(in tmedyt r ->urg11; 

(or(i = 0; i< N; i ++l ( /* tokcnize composite attribl!te nurne * / 

if ((intmed-Ptr->acgll 'l { 

"tt!:_ arrLcd ( k 1 / * end of a t t ribute string */ 







attr_ ilrr{a 1 [k+ ~ J = (int_meC'....ptr - >argl1 [i); 

n.ttr_arr[a) [kJ = ' \0 '; 





returnlobjse-t__arr (p - l 1 )' 
el se ( 

~f ( ! s t rcmp ( a t tr-ptr >dict_ ref_type, ' ref " )) 

s t r cpy I ::e :~Ab l _arr ( s l . mo-P" " ~ '",ue'~ '~.", e, 
(;t r cpy I tempvar. cm'''n,''~.mno',e~"e' 
-- a ; /*new' / 

subsf lag " 1. , 

construc t_ret ri e ve 

ret:u:::n (o b jset_arr [p-1J); 
, 
e l sc t 





++inher i L_ cnt; 

"t :;r_arr [ a l , 
>arg2) ; 
{ 
el s c t / ' i. nheri t exi s ts l::Ll t vA l u e is !wL p r imir ive */ 
if ( ! s t n ;r(.p ("t-.t_r-Ptr - >dict _re t _ type. • ref")) ( 
st-.r"pyl tem_v" l , constn;.ct_ r e t r ieve_ ref ( I ) ; 
str cpy(:::efta b l _ar::::s ) , '" J; 
"l!bs f lag = 1 ; 

cons truct_ retrieve_gen (re ftabl _ urr [5 I , 

attr_ ilyr [a1, 
objseL_arr [p ++ J, equal, 
return(objset_arr[p- 1JI: 
= c;",cclc_ inl,erit I)): 
{ 
fprintE(stdcrr. "%5%5\n " , attr---.pu-I OJ , is not a valid attribute 
name ! oJ ; 
exit ( l l ; 
/* :or else . / 
/ * .~ ~ ~ •• ~,., , ., '* * * *.* . .. ........... .. . ... .. ** ,. , .. ...... ~ ** . *** ** * * ~'** * *'* * * ' • • •• • • •• 

f].;.ntion name: con5 t rl!ct_ retrieve_ gen(refta:Ol, attrname , a rgl, relcxpr, arg 2) 
re t u rn type : void 
purpo "e: This f\..mction construct£: ABDL reLrieve op",ration£: once find_onel 
find_ many op",rations have b e en b:::olc",n down to t h",ir individua l p a r ts , 
void cons<:ruct_n" t rieve_ gen(reftabl, attrname , argl, :::elexpr, arg21 

cr.ar reftab~rRTL.mgth + I J ; 

c'la r attrnarr.e[ANLengt :'l + 11; 

#ifde f E:>Exl'lag 
printf ("Enter cOTOstruct_ retr ieve_ gen\n ' I ; 
~"nd~f 
"h"~"'_n'm"'_"o'e " Ilbdlc;:uG_IWUe_a l loc (I ; 
" & ' ); 
argll; 
= Ilbdlque_currenc_ no(l e ; 
,o~,qc"->,,,,_"oae = abcilque_eu rTent_node; 
if (subs fla g) { 
::,:":~~:~::,:~:~~~"~, d__ :,, I~ nhdlque_:l.ode_alloc (I ; 
;::;:~:' ~;;;:i;~:' ; ,,~a:,"~:~,,:, "aa,c - >',"'L t eIT.ptex'C I , 
a""'qu,'->",_ "oae - >m,"" - .. bdlque_ current_n o de; 
= abdJque_current_ node; 
",'00' 'em" ",,,, cO:lve r ttoup;ler I ref_temp) ) ; 

sc r cat (t""'l-lt.ext"., r".1cxpr); 

st rcat(temptext. "r(2); 

"I) IO:D) J '); 
;IIi fdef EnExF l ag 
princf ( " Exit construcc_ retriev,,_gen\n"); 
tC:J.cif 
fun t i on name: cO:J.vert t o·-'l'per- ( ) 

return type; char ' 

purpose, This function t "h", " ~tr;ng as an input &, converts it all to upper 

ca~() letters. 
,.~, * *. * .... * * * . *". * . * •• * T*'" * .. ,., ... * * ** * * * *T* <T' *, *~ ••••• *. * * ** •••• , •• * * I 

ch~r *convo rt tou pper (input _ s tring) 

char ~~"put_st ri :lg, 

{ 
char cO!"Jvert_ striIlg[40]; 
iIlt i; 
end of converttoupper ./ 
f)jntion na'"e: convert:ocla ssna.,ne (i:lput_ string) 
retur:! type; ch.. r * 
pt.:rpose: This fl:nc.':ion converts the first ch"ractel'" Qf a ctl'"ing into an upper 
*. _ * •• *."* ••• * ~ * ~ *~ *~*~*~ •• _*** _* *** ••• * h •• ••• * ** • • • ••• •• •• ••••• , •••• **** ~ ** j 
inpt.:t •.string [0] = toupper I input_string [0] ) ; 
)/' end of converttocl"t;'inarr.e * / 
ftlntion name : cO:lverttol ower linput_s tring) 

return type: char * 

purpose: This fur.etian t"ke<; a 'it. r ing ,,<; an input an converts it all to upper 

char *convert.r-oluwer (inp\Jt_string) 

char • input_string; 

( 
cha r convert_strir.g[40 ) ; 
int i ; 
l / ' e"d of converttolower* f 
~untion n"me: construc:_ retrieve_ re f () 
return type: char ' 
purpose: This fl,nctiO:l is called by convert_rel_ expression when th" valt.:c of 
the ReI Type colwun of the data dictionary for th" first att. l'"HlUte is 
char *constytlct_retrieve_ re f () 
( 
struct diet_a ttr_ node *att-ptr; 
c h i'l r tcrr.p_ var[3j 
Ii- i fdf>f "n,,}(F~il'J 
]Cri:lt t I • :Or.:"" ,",o:l",truc,,_:::-etrieve_rei \ 1" ) ; 
!lendi~ 
intmed...pcr >arg2); 




at,=_ptr = C',,,<:lI._~n,,er it·:) ; 

~f (<<ll..,ptr) I 

arr[",], Iltt pt,· >dic: ,. .. t tab~e' 
c()n~~ruct_:::-etrieve_ref I)); 
ti tc';"t FnF::.... lag 
1" inlf (" Ilxil (;O"" lL-uct_re tL-~ve_::e[\!l " ); 
tl-<:'ndi t 
r .. tr;f>v," by -:n"~::abl, ~,tt:::-r.Mne, an;;l, rGlexpr, 
tilr;:rctli~t. 
return type: void 
purpose: "['hi;; functior: handles t:,e limi<:iltion of the ABDB wher. t:,e target list 
of retrieve "tatemcnts does not contain a n OlD. 
void cor.strc;.ct_retrieve_by (reftabl, attrnarne, arg1. re l expr, arg:;', 
~_argetlist, sortvflr) 
"of ' obC[""Lee'g" -+ 1]; 
-t 1]; 
-t 1 ] ; 
. i fdef EnExFlag 
prin~_ f ( "Ent er <construct_ retrieve_by\ n "); 
~ellctif 
abdlque_ current_n ode = aodlque_node_ alloc () ; 





strcpy (abdlque_ c·.lrrent_node - >text . te~Lptcxr_ ); 

abdlque_ current_node ->prior = abdlque-pri_node; 

if (suosflflg) ( 

flodlqu,,_currer.t_nodc = abdlque_ node_ a lloc () ; 

strcpy (terr.ptext. "-"); 

strcat(temptex t. ar,,2): 

strcpy (abdlque_ current_node-><:ex t, temptext); 

abdlque_current_node->prior ,. abdlque-pri_"ode: 

tlbdlque-pri_ "ode- >next = flWlql1e_cc;.rrent_node; 

abdlql1e-pri_node = abdlque_ currer:t_llode; 

abdlque_curnmt_ "odc = abdlque_node_alloc(): 





st ::ccat (temptext, converttoclassr.ame (ref_temp) ) ; 

"~_rcat (temptext, ")and( "): 

strcpy(ref_terrp, a~_ r_rname): 

strcat (temptext, cor.verttouppe r (ref_ temp) ) ; 

li~o.e[ EnExFla<J 
pr ~ r.tf : "Ex; t_ "onst. r c.ct_retrieve_bv\n'·: . 
) /* e:-1d 0:: 
t.hf> cnr,ta; r,s np..,rat.io:-1 into ac A3DL 
for cO'Vf>r~:-1q, Sf>" of "nri i ::"wer se_of 
1" fd",f En:<:xFl"l'f 
pr:',,::f ,:" j,;ntcr coreVC L l-_cc;rel-di""_,,c-dl-cULC::lL- \re") ; 
;tcr,d:'f 
convert toup.,,,r 1templ) ; 
~ubsflag = 1; 
objs.. :..._arr [p...... ] , 
equal, intmeuJ)tr->tlrg2, temp2, 
temp2) ; 
logopar = 2; 
eonstrc;.ct_ retrieve_ logie"l (objse t __arr [p...... ] , ob j set_arr [p ­
2" 
intmedJ)tr->arg2, logop"r); 
strepylr.. ftllbl _ tlrr[s ] , •• ) ; 
s ubsflag "- 0; 





I ! strcm;:> (intTI'.edJ)tr->arg2, " i "'") ) ( 
printf I "'%s \ll " "Th is type of covering type2 rellltion~hip will be 





strcpy(attr_ arr [ 0 ], intmedJ)tr->argl); 

if I in_ dictionary (reftllbl_ arr [s I ) ) ( 

attr-ptr = in __ cltlss(attr_tlrr[O]); 
i f (attr-ptr) { 
! *This ptlr: handles ~et_o f relationship"! 
if ( ! st:remp (attrJ)tr->dict_tlt:tr_ ~ype . • set_()~') ) ( 
strepy(reitabl __ arr I s ] . attrJ)tr- >dict_ref_",,,ble); 
if (in_ dictienllrylreftabl_ arr [s I ) ) ( 
s:...rcpy(ta"l'lp l , "oid_') ; 
s}'TlltabJ)tr = in_symt"b (int.."nedJ)tr->lIrg2) ;! *error checking 




lIttr..ptr " ill_class (templ); 

if lattrJ)tr) { 

~trcpy (temp2. • OI D_ -) ; 

strcpy(temptext. reft"bl_ arr [s- 1 J ) ; 

st:rea: (te:np2, convertt()upper (temptext) ) ; 

conver ttoc;.pper (t"rn!-,l) ; 

~ \lb"'~lag " 1; 

cOl~st"uct_re tr ieve_bY( r<;:ttlbl_arr [ s ] . temp1. 

"rr[p++:, equctl, 
int:ued---.ptr-"a::cg2, ternp2, ::ernp2:; 
",1".. ( 
I*This part h a :ld1c."; ir.vcrsC! of rC!lat~c!nI::* i 
~f I : strcmp :"'ttr_ptr->dict .. ac:r_t'/Pe. 'inverse_o:: ' )) ( 
k = 0; 
, ~ 
tar.1<'1 ['.1 .) ( 
settyp,,_a :::-r[kl [11 - '\C 
"ettype_arrrk) r1+-) _ (attr---.p::r-:>dict rc:: :",hle) ri); 
) /' C!nd of for_st a t"!nec:: ~i 
s"ttYP"_dcr :kj II 
convcrtt::Juppcr (::cIT,pl) ; 
,;u::,~Il"y = 1; 





p:::intf (" r.xi ':C CO:lVcrt._canttli :ls s::ate;ne:1t\:l " ) ; 
1 I ~ end of c O:lvert_ contain,,_ statement * I 
Em't ion na.;ne; cre1l t.eDict () 
purpose: T:,i s function reads the t ext f ile of the data dictionary and 
struct obj _ dbid_nodu *crea tcDict () ; 
s truc t ob:i _dbid_ node "cb-pointer, 
*obj_dbid_ " ode_ "-lloc () ; 
struct dict_oe ls_node ' dic t _cls-Ptr, 'tenp_"ls, "curren t _ c l s , 
*dic ':C_ oc l ,,_node_ulloc () ; 
struc:: di ct_ilttr_"ode *di ct_a ttr-ptr, "tcnp_ at:: r, ' current_a';:tr, 
7TLE * sol:rcefil,, ; 

char str [20], tempstr 1:<0 ]; 

int number, i; 

~ ; fdef J::n Ex F l ag 
p:::intf ( "Ent." '-'" createDict\:l " ) : 
!Jou:::"ce fi le '" fo pen( "RECEPT .dict. frm " , Or" ); 
fgets (str, ;W , 

for (number ,.0; I " '\n' ; numbc:::"++) ; 

!Jtr["umhe r] '\0' ; 





dict_ c l s---.ptr ~ d i ct_ ocls_ node_alloc () ; 
fgets(str, 20, c;ourc., £i l e ); 
fo r( numbe,.. =0; st r[rH!rrberl '\:l'; 
sLr [:lumber ] - ' \0'; 
whil ., (temp_ c l s I ", NULL ) ( 
if (.str[ O) =~ ~, ) ( 

dic':_attr-ptr = dict_ attr_ r.ode_ a ll oc () ; 

,.;h i le(temp_ at:tr 1= !o;ULL) { 
temp_ attr = temp_ at tr - >ncxt:_uict_ at tr; 
} 
c·.l rn"'L_ilttr~>!lext:_dict_at:Lr = dict:_ atL .,.-pt.r; 

<ib-pointcL'~>odrl curr_d:c t _ clf;:->dict_cu rr_at Lr = ctict_ a ttr-ptr; 

s oun;e file: ; 
str [nu.-rbe,-) '= ' \n ' ; number++ ); 
' \0 ' ; 
strcpy(current_"-ttr - >dict_ilttr_name, converttolower (str) ) : 
fgets(str, 20, sourcefi le) : 

for(nurnber " 0; st r[number l ' \n': nm,.,ber ++) ; 

str!nnmberl ' \0': 

strcpy (current_ attr- >dict_ attr_type , converttolower (str) ) ; 
fgcts ( Gtr, 20 , sourcefile); 

for(nurnber = 0 ; str!number l \n ' : numbe:::-++); 





fgets (str, 20, 

£or(nunber " 0; I "' ' \n ' ; nu.ml>cr++); 

fltr [nunbcr l ' \0 ' ; 

strcpy (current_attr->dict_ ref_type, converttolower (str) ) ; 

) while ( Gtr [O] ! = ' $ ' ); 
!li fdef EnEx:='lag 
printf 1"Exit createDict\n") : 
#endif 
return db-pointer; 
funtion name: display_ a b61 () 
rcturr. typ.. ; v oin 
purpose : This function can b .. '.wed for debug.. ing purp"ses to display the 
output of the query_ construct"r() , 
~ . ** ' ~~ * ~ * * •• " """" .,,~* •• * • •• *** ~ ••• 'w' . * •• ,,** •• ** •• • • ' **.*. ' • • ** . *~ . ** . ** j 
v<>ic. dispiay_ ah<H I) 
( 
struct abdlquc_n"dc ·te mp; 
·pseudococ.e for real-time !OCl:litor ") : 
temp->text) ; 

temp = tomp - > next; 

return type: void 
purpose : This f unct ion V lt!J ,,1 1 the user de f .i ned "nd query constructor defined 
vari abl",s as the f ir ,,:: <>nd ,;econd l ines of the O\lt:puc. 
i"t i; 
in c comma_Oag ~ 0 ; 
hfd",t Enl::xFlag 
print :,"""\""' "Er.ter ildd_varlist"); 
*"" dif 
sympLr+.) ( 
' obj r" )) { 




Lempe CXL-) ; 
ab"'pe-p<uwde = abdl que_current_ node: 
abdlque_ current_"ode = abdl qu,,_ nodc_a lloc () ; 
"@") : 
<comma_ f lag = 1 ; 
lJLrcilt\temp tcxt, symp::r >na:ne); 
for I i = :l ; i< p; i +- J ( 

if I "0"'.'l1a_f1ag ) 





objset_il'r r [ i 1 J; 
cOITl.'l1a _ f1ag = 0 ; 

s t rcat lilbd1quc_ current_node->tcxt, terr,ptext J; 

abd1 que_ "urrent node- >prior " a bdl que---..pri_noGe; 

ilhdlquc---"p:::i_node - >next = abd1quc_ cu:::rent_node; 

a bdlque_current_node - >",ext = abd1quc_ tirst_node; 

abd1que_f irs t _ node->pri o r " aool que_curren~_node; 

abd1que_ first_node = abdlque---..pri_no cie; 

Jt ifdef EnExF1ag 
print f I" 'i;s\ n ". 'Exit a dci_ var1ist " ); 
} / * end of add...va:::1ist * / 
f untion name: convert_loop_ statement () 
:::.. turn type: void 
pUL'pose: This funct i on handles fo r _ loop operat i o",s 
void conve rt_ loop_ sta tement I ) 
I 
strllc!: symtah1 ' s yrnptrl; 
il ifdef EnllxF1 ag 

priatf ( " 'I;5\n". "En~er CO:lvcrt_loop_staccment'); 

/-typ.. t;l,ccking and assignr.l..n t of the classname to the counter v ariab le ~I 
'Nin'"" "',<. "%s%s\"", intme ci---..ptr->arg2. is uadeclarec.. 
. .. • J; 
Isympt rl - >clsname) - strd1..>pisyrnptr2 - >c l snamc ) ; 
:;\;reatltempr.ext, ","); 
strent (te~ptext, intmcd----»tr - >arg2); 




mcpy,o~Hqc'O_C"no,C.C.."OC'O - >'"". tClnp ,---"xt); 
aDo ' qw,_n,m·"'_ MO.' - >"no, = "-00 I q uc-P"' i_nocc ; 
o~ , qU<,_'" ,-"ooe·,",'n = abdlque_ current_node; 
ooo'''''''_p,,,-,,"oo = abdlque_curt'cnt_Ilode; 
ih fdcf EnExF l <lg 

pr~r:~:' (' %s\n", "Exit convert_loo],)_s':atement'); 

r eturn type : void 

purpose: This fur.ction cor.verts u':'sp .LII Y operati ons to their "SDL e quivalent: 

void conv(J", t _ display_st.atc:ncut (I 
( 
s~ruct syrnt<>.h l ~symptr; 

stn:ct dic t _ a ttr_r:!ode *attr-ptr; 

ntruct dict_ attL"_ node *att r _temp; 





"ha !.'" f iL"st_ attr[ARr.", r.gth . 1 ]; 

char att :::-narr.e (ANLength + 11; 

i nt l e ngth, r E . a. 11. , i. b. u; 
' Er.ter conv"rt_ dinplay_statcmcnt"l; 
strcpy(,,-tt r namc, 'aid') ; 
b = 0; 
wh i. l e ( ! st:::-c= I intm.od-ptr->opar. "display')) ( 
11' 
k ~ 0; 
cO:ltinuc; 
[ al [)<:~+l ~ l i ntmc d-ptr - >arg1) Ii i ; 
i f (in t mcd-..r>tr - >arg2) ( 
' )( 
) 
display~arr [bl [aJ [k++ I ~ {intmed-ptr- >arg2 1 ( i 1 ; 
) 
di"play~arr [hI [al [kl = \0'; 
++b; 

i f ( ! :;trcmp (intmcd-..r>tr-> rD!lult . "1")) 







i< b; i++l ( 





strcpy{reftabl_arrl sl. sympt.r->clsna me); 
else{ 
fprintf (stderr , " %s%s\n · . display_ arr [i 1 ( 01, • i s undecla red 
variahl.,! .. ") ; 
ex i t (1); 
) 
rf " 1; 
do ( 
[rf l ) ; 
i f they are ,,1 50 in the s ame tab l e*! 
[rf] ) ; 
if I '.'<t-'Cer.p (i1ttr_ cemp->di c t _ r e f _ type, '" ) J { 
s trcClt ( at~rlist , ' ,.); 
str eClt (atcrljst:, displ ily_ a rr [,_, ] [rf ] ); 
/" if not in the same t a b le then 'Je t out of 
t_h e for l ()(')p*! 
) / ' end of for_ statement "/ 
construct_ retr i evc _uisplay (reftabl _arr [ s] , di s play_ ur r [i] [0 ] , 
bre ak; 
" ref " )) ( 
const t u cc_retrieve_by (ref t ab l _ a r r [ s] , a c crname, 
displ a y _ an- [ j] [ri] ,display_arr [i J I rf] ); 
- +rf; 
do { ; ' cO::ltinue looking for the uttribu tc until t he primitive 
v alue is found ' / 
brea;c; / ' g ets o ut of loop j f p roceedin g 
the path expre s sior. is not s ame' ; 
else 
brellk; / * g ets out of loop if the current 
a~tribu':.e i s not in the slime ::ilble*/ 
}/*e"d of for_[;tatement * / 
objre f_arr lf - l J, 
attrlist, fi rst_attr}, 
brellk; /" gets o ut of loop when you find the 
prini tiv e va lue lin only ref cas e) * / 
else{ 
i f (I Rtrc:r.p (a ttr...,p t r -> di "t_ ref_type , • r ef " ) ) { 
subsflag = I, 
constr""t_ r e trieve_by (reftabl_arr is ) ,attrn3me , 
equal, obj:::et_ arrlf ­
21 , displllY_3rr iiI ir f 1, di spl3y_<tn i i ) [rf) ) ; 
...... rf; 
) 
e l se /" second attribu te i s not .i,'l the table * / 
a::tr...,ptr ~ check_inheri t () , 
"whi le (atl r...,ptr) , 
break; / * gets out of loop when yOU find the 
primitive value (inherit ca,~e) '/ 
else{ /" fi :::st ilttribute is no:: in the tilble * ! 

attrytr = check_inhe r it ( ) ; 

'i f (a:: tL·....Ptr) 









pr in::f (" li;1J\ n", • Exit converl_display_statcment"), 

} / *e nd of convert_displ ny_ s t3 teme"t * / 
f un:: i on n ame : cOIwtruct_ retr iev",_diRpl3Y( I 

return type : void 

purpose: This f u nction constructs displa y operations in ABDL queries, 

void co"struct retr ; ev .._:l.i~pl"ylreftab l. , va:::nilme , Lilrgetlist . sortvilrl 
chilr sortvar[ANLe ngLh ~ 1] ; 
~ ifdcf EnExPlag 

printf I" ~s\n ' · , • ""ter eons tr'.let_ret rieve_ d i spl ay'); 







"t re at (temptext, convcrttouppcr (taY·ge':list) ) ; 

s~rea':(tc::nptex t . ")3Y "); 
converttoupper (so:C':va:c) ) ; Dtreat (temptext, 
temptex t.) ; 
Ma~~"u'nH'n'_naae->",,," abdlque---.IJri_node;m 
,aa~~"~"u,aQa- mcxc = abdlque_CUO'- Cllt_ noue; 
'ifdc[ EnExFlag 
printf I" '/;s\n" , "Exit eO:1D t ruct_ r .. tri ..ve_display") ; 
~ endif 
return type: v o id 

pu:cpose: T~'lis func tion converts ass i gn op.. r a tior.s into their ABDL equ~val":1 ~ 

*~** **"" ~~* •.•• ** *. * *. * . ",* *. * •• ",* *. *. * **.* *~~***. **** '*~ * *~ "" *** . ~. *. * . *. *. * I 

void cO:1vert_ ilssign_sta t err.ent i) 

{ 
"trur.t dieL_ attr_node *at tr---.p t Y·; 
[ANLe:J.gth + 1]; 
/*k....ps the size of a rgwuentl * I 

int_ i, k, rf, 

1 ifct.. f Er.ExFlag 




k "" 0, 

/*tok..nize <composite at':Crihutes*1 
')( 





path_expr[ a1 [1<:+ + ] ~ (in:mcdyt'r - ;.. result) Ii ]; 
} 





strcpy(rcttabl_arr[s], syrrtptr -> cls:1amel, 





i [( in_ dictiona rylref':Cabl_a rr ls I ) I { 












if({s:rcmp(attry::r -> dict_ref_ type, " ref")){ 
subsf l ag '" I, 
construct_retriev..yy(reftabl_arr [5), tcrr,p_oid, 




strcpy(reftabl_ a:crlsJ, at:rytr .- G~ct ref table) 

intmed---.pt" - > argi): 
hreak; 
else f 
-> dict~:cef_type, "ref")) ( 
path_ expr\rf 1 , pilth_expr ["f1) ; 
++rf; 
attr-ptr ~ check_ ir.he"i t (); 
) 








st:ccpy(reftabl_ arT {s l . attr---.ptr - > dict_ret_ tabl e) ; 
)while (at.t r ....ptr); 
hfdet Enl::xF l ag 

printf ( " )::xit cOIlvert_dssign_stiltement\n'); 

~endif 
r. ** ••• T.**.*.*._ •••• *·,*.** •• * ••• *.*** "'*"*"**"'*****"**********"'T*,*T 
runt i on name : con.<;truct_ upCate I) 

return type: void 

purpose: Th is ~unc t i on constructs ·...pd"te AIJDL quaries. 

void construct_update( ref ta<> l. , oi(:Lvalue, attrn.:.me, att:cva:ue1 

".','I'"Le"," + 1 1; 
+ 1 1; 
hfdef EnExFlag 
printf ("Enter ':'ng c:onstruct_upd<Jte\n " ); 
fendif 
o"O,qo" _,um,,,_".ooo " abdlq-Lle_flode_ nlloc () ; 
"-"I; 
strcat I temptext, oid_ v a luel; 

strcpy labdlque_current_node -> text, tempt ext ) ; 

abdlque_cut"rent_ node -> prior" abdlque---pri_node; 

if (iJ.hdlq"c-pr i _ node I 

iJ.hdlque---pri_ node -> next " nbdlque_cut"t"ent_node; 

ahdlque---pri_Ilode " abdlque_ current_node; 

abdlque_current_node '" abdlque_node_ alloc II; 

strcpy(t e!rlptext, [UPDATE ( (TEMP"' " ); 

s trcpy(ref_ te:r.p, reftabl); 















stre a t (tempt ext , attrvalue); 

strcat( temptext, ">1") , 

strcpy(abdlque_<.:t.:rrentc-flode -> text, temptext); 

abdlque_current_Ilode -> prior ~ ahdlque---Pt"i_ node; 

a;:,dlque---pri_node - > next" abdlque_current_node; 





pt"int[ ("Ex':"ting construct_updiJ.te\n"); 

tend':' ~ 
/ • •••• T ••••••• •• , .~ •••••••••••• , ••• •• ••••••• •• ••• • • •••••••• T.T •••• ••• • •••••••• 
funtion n<Jme, convert_add_statement I) 
vo':"d convert_ ildd_stntement () 
{ 
strl!ct dicL_attr_ node 'attr-ptr; 
str\.:ct. syrn t a bl 
char pa t h_expr[MAXPATHLE:N) (ANLength + 1); 

char temp_oid[10 ] ; 

int N = 0, I 'keeps the size of argumentl " I 

int i" 0, 

int k " 0, 

Ihfdef EnExF1ag 
prin tf (" Enter convert_add_staternent\n'); 
lendif 
a '" 0; 
str1en(intrned-ptr -> a rg1 ); 

for (i .. 0 ; i < N; i ++) ( I "tokenize composite attributes ' , 

if ((intmed-ptr -> arg1)(iJ =- , ')( 

path_expr [a] [ k ] ,,'\0' ; ' "end of attribute st:ring'l 

k '" 0; 

con t inue; 

) 
path_ expr {a] {k++] " (intrneo:Lptr -> arg1 )[ iJ , 
) 

path_expr [a] [ k] '" '\ 0 '; I "end of attribute string " 1 

if (!syrnptrJ ( 
fprintf(stderr,"\s\s\n",patiLexpr {O], " is an undeclared va:riab1e! " J; 
exit(l ) ; 
s" 0; 
strcpy( reftabl _arr [s 1, symptr - > c1sname); 

if I in_dictionary(reftabl_arr [s 1)) ( 

if(a> 0) ( "then this is a store add " I 





symptr" in.....symtab(intmed-ptr - > arg2); ' " look at a r92" 
it(!symptr) ( I "if not declared then error !"j 
tprintf (s tderr, "\s\s\n" , intmed-ptr -> ar92, " is an undecla:red 
exit (1) ; 
} 
else I / ' arg2 is in the symbol table ' / 
++5; 
strcpylreftab1_ arrls] , attr-Ptr -> dict_ ref_table); 
if (in_dictionary(reftabl_arr lsI) ) 








var i abl e! ' ) ; 
exit (1 ); 
II 
path_expr[O] , :'ntmed-pt r - )- ar<,j2, 
funt i on name: cor.st_rlwt_. .add() 
retur n type: 'Joid 
purpo~.e: ':'h i !; function constr'lcts add opcrations into c:hei r ABDL e C'I'.liva::'ent 
******* **-k*** *-k*w~**"****~"'***~* ********* .. **w*****~** ..... *ww**.** .. * .... ********* I 
attr_ar q l , att:::_il r g2, argl _cls_narne) 
~ ifde[ EnExFlag 
PI intf ( . ~nte::: i n\l const:::-uct_tluc.\n"); 
)!cndi f 
= aool <;lue_cur rent_node; 
o"a~~·e~' '_'wae = aool qc:e_c\lr r en':_node; 
17.6 
streati t empt",xt, ">.<OID,?>."'"I; 
diet_ att_temp " dict_attr-ptr; 

diet::_ iltt_ temp = dict_ att_ te:np - ~ "ext_ciet_att::r; 

strcat (te:nptexL. attr_ ar'J21; 
at.:::-eat (tempLtlxt , " >,<"1; 
mC'_ dU_"'''P = dict__att_ tem:;> .~ "ext_di et_ att:::-; 
mcpy,,",_u,mp, diet_iltt_temp -~ d i et_ attr_nam"'l; 
':::::::::;~::';: converto\lpper( rEf_templ); 
101 " , " I; 
~ [net ref -ablE argl_c ls_namel) 
strcat::(temptext. attr_ arg2); 
st~cat(L.,!r.ptexL '~l l " l; 
)1*e:1o. of eor.5truct_ ac.d ' j 
I ' • •••• - . - -***** *-** ***- * * . *. * * . * .~ * . * * .... * * "*" * *~.* ** * *** *** •. • 
funt::ion narr.e: clean_lists I) 
return type: void 
purpos e : 	 This f'Jnc t-i o" frees up the a l locat::", ct me".o<y used in th'" interrnEdiilt::e 
l anguage t::ab le. 
void cl""'llup_ li,,,ts() 
{ 
str uet synt::abl *sYIl'pt r ; 
"E:1ter cleanup_ lists" 1 ; * / 
I'Cle a n up th.. a l l oc"ted me:nory for internedi"te table * / 
J*Cle...n up the allocaced memory for pseudocode for ,eul-ti;r,e monitor ' J 
) 
/ wClcan up the symbol_table entries'l 
for(sympt r = symtabl; symptr->"ame; symptr++) ( 
if I	symptr->na nc) ( 

free(symptr - >name) ; 

symptr - >name ~ NULL;) 





symptr - >type " NULL;) 

~f (symptr->cls"a'T,e) ( 

free (symptr- >clsname); 

symptr - >cl,o;name • "'1JLL; 1 

wifdef Er.ExFlag 
J*printf("%s\n", "Exit cleanup_lists"): * J 
I .*** • •• * . *.* •••••••••• T ......................... ****... ........... . ..... .. T •• 

return type: void 
p ".Irpose; TlIis fl.lnction creates a file und copies the newly created ABDL 
q:.wries .into it for use by the RTM. 
void input_ to_ rtm() 
) 
chur t c mptext l100]; 

st:-UCt abdlque_ nodc 

FILE *filePtr: 1* Def i nes a iile pointer *1 

hfdef RnExFlug 
I'printfl"%s\n", "Enter input_to_rtr.l " ):'1 
fopen(-query_f ", "w"): I ' Crea tes t h e file OJ 

:i f (filePtr == NULL) 





ip.lts (t_emptext_. f i l e?tr ); 
temp " temp -:> nex <;:; 
fclosc(f i lePt r) : 
void convert_delete_ statement (I 
/ ' will be implemented later I 
) 
void convert_insert _s cdte:r.ent () 
) 
/ ' wi l l be icr,p l enented la t er 
) 
void converL_if_ stat"ment () 
{ 
; , '..-i ll be imp~enen::ed lilt"!' ' 
vold conve~t_"'f'adlnput_"tatement (I 
( 




APPE NDIX f - DML COMPILER MAIN FILE 
Tbis file serves as the rr"~i" p l"ogl"am for the dml_compilCl". 
a ssigns the input quel"y file l"ece ived from t h e Usel" intel"face to 
"dmlin" whi ch i s the name of the f i le the Scannel" reads . 
ca 1 1,; the routine "d'1l1pal"se () . whi ch is the parser . 
#incJude <stdio.h> 




extern FILE *dmlin; 
dmli ll = ooUnfo_ptr->oUilc.fijld: 
printf("inside the dml_compilerO .. \n"); 
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The OODML compiler is based on a scanner produced with the program lcx and a 
parser producect with the program yacc. Lex takes a stt of descriptions of possible tokens 
and produces a C routine, which we call a scanner, that can identify those tokens. Our lex 
specificlltion "dmUex .I " contains sixty·five tokens. Yacc takes a concise description of a 
grammar and produces a C routine. which we call a parscr. that can pllrse that grammar. 
Both lex and yacc are standard UNIX utilities and we used their original AT&T versions 
for our compiler 
Since the yacc parser is a higher level routine, it calls the lex scanner whencver it 
needs a token from the input query. Thc scanner then reads in the input of characters, until 
it finds 11 token of interest to the parser. The scanner only returns a token code. 
ill our implementation, the scanner does not bother the parser for comments and 
whitcspaces. All the token codes were defined by yacc in order to agree with lex. Token 
zero signals for the logical end of the input 
We described the actual grammar as a set of production rules, Each ru le consists of a 
~ i ngle name on the left-hand side of the' "operator, a list of symbols and action codes on 
the right-hand side, and a semicolon indicating the end of the rule. Our yacc specification 
"dml...)'acc.y" contains eighty-four production ru les . By default, the first rule is the high­
est-level rule ,i.e., the parser attempts \0 find a list of tokens which match this initial rul e. 
In order to fill the intennediate language table. the par~e r trace~ specific sequences of 
tokens in the production rules while it is parsing the query. As soon as the parser has 
enough tokens to recognize a structure for the intcrmediate table then it calls the related 
function declared in "intmed_tabl.c" to perform appropriate action. 
After a query is successfully parsed, the execution passes to the function 
queryJonstructor() declared in "dmLcomp.c" to make the necessary conversion for the 
kernel database. 
J.2 Architectural Design 
The OODML compiler conceptual model is a conte:-;t diagram as shown in Figure 
j .1. The user interface of our system provides two options, either to choose any e:-;isting 
query or to write a new query from the terminal. If the user writes a queryname, the exist­
ing qucry is for\.vardcd to the compiler with the query input !ile, then the OODML com­
piler processes the query and outputs either the pseudocode or an error message. 
Qucryname 
~eud{)code& 





Figure j.l. Top-Level Dml Compiler Dataflow Diagram 















FIGURE j.2. Second-Level Om] Compiler Datallow Diagram 
The process "GecQuery·' assigns the input queryfile received from the user inter­
face 10 drnlill which is the name of the file the scanner reads, and calls the routine dml­
parse() whieh is the parser generated by yacc 
The process "Get_Query" was implemented as the mainO and dedarcd In 
"dmLcompiler.c·'. The parscr as a higher level routine calls dmlle.x() which is a scanner 
generated by lex whenever it needs a token. While the lex scanner is tokenizing each {lue­
ryline under the supervision of the parser, if it encounters a type declaration thcn it calls 
the process "Construct_SymboLTable", which in turn, fills in the symbollable. The scan­
ner sends all valid tokens to the parser and invalid tokens 10 the process "ReporcErrors" 
The process "ConstrucCSymbol Tahle" was impkmented as a function named 
symtablook() inside the lex. specification "dmUex.I". The parser accepts all valid tokcns 
and tries to match them with the defined grammar rules. While the parser is parsi ng the 
query, if it tinds a structure of interest to the intennediate table, it calls the process 
"Collstrucclntemlediate_Table" with this structure, which in tum, fills in the intermediate 
table. This process was implemented as a series of functions, one for each structure, inside 
"inttned_tab1.c". function prototypes can be found in "intmed_t.1b1.h". When the parser 
gds the last token from the scanner, either it will have returned "unsuccessfully parsed" 
message with the syntax error or it outputs a "successfully parsed" message and calls thc 
process "ConstrucCABDL_Qul:ry" . 
"ConstrucCABDL_Query" is somewhat the heart of the OODML compiler. This 
process takes all necessary infonnation from the symbol table, inknnediate language 
table, and data dictionary and constructs the outpUl called the pseudocode and parliai!y 
completl: ABDL query. As shown in figure j.3, it checks the operation code for I:ach struc­
ture in the intermediate table and selects the related branch for conversion. The process 
"Construet_ABDL_Query" was implemented as the main function for the 
query_collstructor() and the conversion functions. The function prototypes can be found 
in "'dmLcolTIp.h". 
Figure j.3. ConstructjillDL_Qucry as a dispatcher 
ns 
I fi l" , lI~ k" fil" IObj /LUI 
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alL SIINCLUDES ) SIOB.JECl'S) 

dml"'y~cc . y 
y~cc -d dml"'y~ec.y 
.~d - f yy-ud Y , tab , c > drol.tllb. c 
oed - f yy -s~d y,tab . h ~ dml.t"b . h 
- ray . tab . e 
rnoy . tab.h 
c c $ICPLAGS ) - c <lr>l.tl\b . c 
. ed - fyy - lsedl">l.yy . c >lex . dml.c 
-rrr. l "" .YY . c 
CC $ ICP L"GS ) -cle>l.dm l . c 
cp S In;CLUD~I/ ;' nt_d.-tabl.h 
c c $(CFLAGS) -c intm<!d_ tab l . c 
c p S ( I);CLUDE)/oo l_lildcl . h 
c p $ (I);Cl.UD£)ll 'cOh'<Od.o.u. h 
cpSIINCLUDE) /dml_c<mp.h 
c c $ (CfLAGS) - c dml_comp . c 
In> l>Ol _ llldCl.h lic01J'nd.1lu .h. dm l _ ccm" . h 
There is no specific function written for the process "ErrocReport", but ail possible 
error messages are sent to the stderrusing the C's!prilltf() function. 
Since the Object-Oriented Data Definition Language Group also used the UNIX 
tool lex and yacc for the OODDL Compiler, we renamed all functions generated by lex 
and yacc using UNIX stream editor sed to prevent the possible ovcrwrite problem. We cre­
ated two files "yy-lserf' and "yy-sed' for renaming the functions with the new prefix 
"dmf'. After we ran lex and yacc, the following commands edited the gencrated scanncr 
and parser. 
sed -f yy-lsed lex.yy.c > lex.dml.c 
~'ed -f yy-sed y.tab.c > dml.tah.c 
sed -f yy-sed y.tab.h > dml.tab.hJ 
We put these rules in our "Make.file"[see Figure j.4J. So the above commands are 
executed aUiomaticaily for each compilation process. 
J.3 Incorpation of O-ODML Compiler into the Existing System 
The Mu lti-modellMulti-lingual Databa~e Sys!em(M2DBMS) was designed to sup­
port many data languages. In order to support these data languages, the M2DBMS pro­
vides a seperate user interface for eaeh language. All of the user interfaces have identical 
control flows and structures. As shown in Figure j.5 , the overall user interface structure 
consists of the Language Interface Layer(LLL), Kernel Mapping System(KMS), Kernel 
Formatting System(KFS), and Kernel Controller(KC) modules 
The LIL routes the user's input query written in the User Data Language(UDL) to 
KMS. The KMS translates this input query into equivalent Kernel Data Language(KDL) 
transactions. This process is called the data-language translation. The KMS routes the 
KDL transactions to the KC which in tum scnds the KDL transactions to the Kernel Data­
baseSystem(KDS) for execution. The KC routes any answer or response to the KFS for 
the KDM-to-UDM transformation. Once the transformation is complete, the KFS routes it 




FIGURE j .5 A User Interface of M2DBMS 
The actual placement of all O-ODML Compiler component in such a user interface 
is within the KMS as shown in Figurej .6. 
FIGURE j_6 O-ODML Compiler Component Placement 
As depicted in Figure j.6, the O-ODML Compiler consi~ts of four subroutines: a scanner, 
a parser, the illlennediatc language table cunstruetion, and a qucry constructor. 
J.4 Where To Find the OODML Compiler Files 
An the C files for OODML Compiler can be found under the directory 
greglCNTRLfflllangIF/srdObjlDml (See Figure j.7) 
Makeflle dmUex.1 lex.dml.c yy-Ised 
dml.tab.c dmLYacc.y intmed_tahl.c yy-sed 
dm1.tab.b 
FIGURE j.7. Compiler fi les under the Dml directory 
All the header files for function prototypes can be found under the directory 
greglCNTRLffIILanglF/include (See Figure j.8) 
dml3 0m p.h symtabl.h 
FIGuREj.8. Header Jiles under the Include directory 
J.S How To Modify and Compile the OODML Compiler Files 
Since the OODML Compiler is a part of the entire system, whenever a mooiflcation 
is done the whole system needs to be recompi led for a new executable. The System has a 
general "Makdile" for compiling the entire system. But there is also a specific "Makeflle" 
for the Dml directory. Thus, after a modification in the OODML compiler, a new version 
can be compil«llocally under the same directory. Modification for the header files can be 
142 
done under the directory greg/CNTRlJfIlLangIF/incJude. To compile the entire system: 
I. Change the directory to the mdbs/greglCNTRL(%cd .J.J.J.J .. ) 

2 Remove the old executable(% rm ti.exe) 

3. Change the directory to the mdbslgreg/CNTRUfJ(%cd Tl) 
4. Use Makefile to compile entire systern(% mk) 
5. Check for the compile errors(% more make_result) 
6. 	 {fthere is no error then the system is ready to run(%start) otherwise fix the error 
and repeal the step 4 and 5. 

APPENDIX K- TRANSLATION ALGORITHM 
Algorithm for Translating the Intermediate 
Langnage Table to Execntable Psendocode 
for the Real Time Monitor 
This algorithm covers only the query constructor phase orthe DML compiler. The original ver­
sion was used to break down the problem into solvable units. It had to be updated at the comple­
tion of thc query constfl.lctor to account for changes in the actual algori thm and new problems 
faced in interfacing with the AllDM. 
This algorithm includes some symbology that is not frum a programing language or may not he 
readily understood. Therefore the following explanations are given for clarification· 




The "##" is used to indicate a variable definition that is relevant to that function. 

- Single quotes arc used around variabk names while douhle quotes are used around literals. 
- The "*,, is used to document limitations of a function . 
Rule 1 - Conversion process init iation 
#It tempset character string that is used for compiler generated variables as they arc needed 
for single references, when breaking down an 0-0 query into a series of AB queries. 
## tempref character string that is used for compiler generated variabk s as they are needed 
for sets, when breaking down an 0-0 query into a series of AB queries. 
\) Set up declarations of ohj_ref and obLset then place in the symbol table (accomplished by fi le 
"dml_lex .l ". Additional declarations will be inserted into the symbol tahle. hy the qucry 
constructor as needed, and once the qUCly is completely translated the contents of the symhol 
tahle will be written to the linked list. 
2) Crcate a linked list data dictionary from the original text version and return the poimer to the 
new dictionar .... 
3) Get the pointer to the first node (column and row) of the intermediall;.': language table. 
4) Read Operation hlock, if the operation block equals 
fi,d
-
one/find_many goto rule2 "conveo_find_statement()" 
Jump gota rule ] "converUoop_statcmcntO" 
assignment gOlo rule 4 "convert_assign_statemenlO" 
display gola rule 5 "convert_display_statementO" 
add goto rule 7 "conven_add_statementO" 
Rule 2 - convert find statcmcntO 
## logicaLopar - variable that indicates whether an "and" or "or" is the operator used 
## f variable that indicates the type of logical statement (for further information see the function 
converUogicaLstatement in the file dm130mp.C 
I) Set the Iype classification of the result 
A) If this is a find_one query the type of the result must be an obLrcf, else if it is a find_many 
the result must be an obj_set. Check to see if the Result hlock variable (ida) is of the 
correct type: 

a) if true, continue 

b) if false, Error message such as 'type mismatch query construction temlinated" 

C) Set the result variable of this query to be (ida) and set its class name to be that of (idb) 
i.e. The final retrieve should produce an OID that identifies a member of the subset indicated 
by the class name of variable (idb) 
'" 
D) Set up a while loop and continue to execute until the result block of the intennediate 
language table has a value of 0 
E) Set up a branch statement that covers: 
logical operators "or" convert_logicaLstatement 
"and" convert_logical_statement 

"**(logieal operators must handle precedence also)""'''' 

contain statement "contains" converClogical_.statement 

relational operators "=.<,>" convcrt_relational_statement 

F) Go back to the while loop 
E) Check the substitution flag variable 'subsflag' 
1) If it has been set then insert the substitution warning and variable node prior to the 
assignment of the current query 
2) If it has nol been set then do nothing 
G) End of while loop 
Rule 3 convert loop statemcntO 
1) Check to sec if the contents of intmed_ptr -> opar is "jump" 
A) If so, check to see if inttllcd_ptr -> arg I and arg2 are in the symbol table and if so 
assign them to the pointers 'symptrl' and 'symptr2' respectively 
a) If either or both do not exist in the symbol table, display an error and e:l:it 
B) The class name of the inde:l: variable symplrl -> clsname gets the class Ilame of 
the range variable symptr2 -> clsname 
2) Allocate an abdlque __node 
A) Chcck to see if the contents of intmed_ptr -> opar is "jump" 
a) 	If so, Stringcopy "$" into 'temptext' 

I) String concatenate intmed_ptr -> argl onto 'temptext' 

II) String concatenate' " onto 'temptext' 

III) String concatenate intmcd_ptr -> arg2 onto 'temptext' 

b) If not, Stringcopy "I" onto ' temptext' 

I) Add the node to the linked Jist (following linked list procedures) 

Rule 4 Assignment (update) 

1) Set the variable "a" equal to zero 

2) Stringcopy "aid" into 'temp_aid' 

3) Copy the present global variable fur arguementl into 'aUr_an' by breaking arguementl 

up at the delimiters' ,. (sec step 3AalliB in suh rule 5 convert_contains_statement for 

a step by step break down uf this alga) 

4) Take the tokenizcd results of step 3 ('path_expr[O]) ' and check to see if it is in the symbol table 
and if so, assign the pointer 'symptr ' to it 
A) Set the variable "s" equal to zero and the variable 'rf ' equal to one 
B) Stringcopy symptr -> clsname into 'reftabl_arr[s]' 
C) Use a do while loop, (condit ion at the bottom of loop first entry mandatory) 
a) Cheek to see if 'reftabl_arr[s], is in the data dictionary 
l) Check to sec if the 'path_cxpr[rf]' is in the current class and if so assign the pointer 
'aUf_ptf ' to it 
I) If so, chcck to see if the contents of attr_ptT -> dicCreCtype is the empty string 
A) If so, then call eonstruec updateO and break 
2) Else, check to sce if the coments of attr_ptf -> dictJcCtyPC is the string "ref' 
A) If SO, sct the 'subsflag' cqual to one 
B) Call constmccretrieve_byO 
C) Increment the ' rf ' variahle 
D) Usc a do while loop, (condition at the botlOm of loop first entry mandatory) 
I) Stringcopy altr_ptf -> dicCfl:Ctable into 'reflabl_arr[s], 
II) Check to sec if ' reftabLarr [s]' is in the data dictionary 
1) Check to sec if the 'path_cxpr[ rf] ' is in the current class and if so assign the 
pointer 'aIlT_ptf' to it 
A) If so, check to sec if the contents of aUf_ptr -> diet_fd_type is the empty 
string 
a) If so, then call construct_updateO and break (This brcak gets you out 
of the inner loop) 
B) Else, check to see if the contents of allcptr -> diccrcCtypc is the string 
"ref' 
a) If so, ~et the 'subsflag' equal to one 
b) Call eonstruct_retrievc_byO 
c) increment the 'rf' variable 
C) Else, check thc current class fOf inheri t {using the check_inhcritO I and 
if so, assign the poinll:r attr_ptr to it 
E) End of inner do while loop, condition is that attc ptr must exist 
3) Break, (Til is break gets you out of the outer loop) 
II) Else, check the eurrent class for inherit {using the check_inheritO) and jf so, assign 
the pointer 'aUf_ptf' to it 

I) Stringcopy attr_ptT -> dicCreCtable into 'reftahLarr[s]' 

D) End of outer do while loop, condition is that 'attr_ptr' must exist 

Rule 5 convert disnlav statementO 
* note - This function has a limitation of ~ix arguments. 

I) Stringcopy "oid" into the string 'attrnamc' 

2) Sct the value of the variable 'b' equal to zero 

3) U~e a while loop with the condition that the contents of intmed_ptr -> opar equal the ~tring 

"display" 
A) Set the value of variables 'a ' and 'k' equal to zero 
B) Copy the present global variable for arguementl(,argl ') into 'display_arr' by breaking up 
argucmentl at the delimiters "." (See step 3Aal]IB, in sub rule 5 converCcontain~_statcmcntO 
for a step by step break down of this algol 
C) Check. to see if intmed_ptr -> arg2 exist~ 
a) If so, increment the variahle 'b' 
b) Set the value of the variables 'a' and 'k' equal to zcro 
c) Copy the present global variable for argucmentl('argJ ') into 'display_arr' by breaking up 
arguementl at the delimiters "." (See step 3AallIB, in sub rule 5 
convert_contains_statementO for a step by stcp break down of this algo) 

D) Increment the variable 'b' 

E) Check to sec if the contents of intmed_plr -> resull equals olle 

>50 
A) If so, now move the intmed_ptr to the next node 
F) Else, brl:ak 
4) Sl:t the value of the variable's' equal to zero 
5) Set the value of the variable 'subsflag' equal to Zl:ro 
6) Check to see if the tokenized variables 'display_arr' arc in the symboltablc and if so copy the 
classname into 'reftabLarr', else display an error 
7) Set the value of the variable 'rf' equal to one 
8) Use a do while loop, (condition at the bottom of loop first entry mandatory) 
A) Check to see if 'reftabLarr[s], is in the data dictionary 
a) If so, Check to see ifthe 'display_arr[i][rf] ' is in the current class and if so assign the 
pointer 'attr_ptr ' to it 
I) If so, <:heek to see if the contents of altr_ptr -> diet_reCtype is the empty string 
1) IF so, Stringeopy the content:; of 'display_arrli][rf]' into ' flrsCattr' 
A) Stringeopy the wntents of 'first_atlr' into 'attdist' 
Il) Set up a for loop to check and see if the following arguments are in the same 
table ('u' is the index variable and is initially set at i+l, loop until u<b 
a) Check to sec if the 'display_arr[uJ[rf]' is in the current class and if so assign the 
pointer 'attctemp' to it 
J) If so, check to see if the contents of allr_temp -> diccreCtype is the empty 
string (Yes answer means that the following attribute is in the same tahle) 
I) If so, String <:onca!enate "," into 'attrlist' 
A) String concatenate the contents of 'display_arr[u][rf]' into 'attrlist' 
B) Increment the variable 'i' 
2) Else, Break (not in the same table) 





2) Else, check to sec if the contcnts of attertr -> diccreCtype is "ref' 
A) If 50, set the '5ubsllag' variable equal to one 
a) Call construct_retrieve_byO 
b) Increment the variable 'rf' 
c) Use a do while loup, (condition at the bottom of loop first entry mandatory) 
I) Stringcopy the value of attr_ptT -> dict_rcUYpe into'rcftabl_lliT[s]' 
11) Check to sce if 'reflubLarr[s]' is in the data dictionary 
1) Check to see if the 'display_arrli][rf]' is in the current class and if so 
assign the pointer 'attr_ptr ' to il 
A) If so, check to see if the contents of atteptr -> dict_reCtype is the 
empty string 
a) IF so, Stringcopy the cuntents uf 'display_arr[i][rf]' into 'firsCattr' 
1) Stringcopy the contents of 'first_aUr' into 'attrlist' 
II) Set up a for loop to check and see if the following arguments 
are in the same table Cu' is the index variable and is initially 
set at i+l, loop until u<b) 
I) Check to see if there presently exists an attribute and that it 
and the previous attribute have the same path expression 
A) If so, assign the pointer 'attr_temp' to'dispJay_arr[u][rf]' 
a) Check to see If the contents of attr_temp -> dicLreCtypc 
is the empty string 
I) If so, String concatenatl: '," onto 'attrlist' 
I) String concatl:nate 'display_arr[u][rf], onto 'attdist' 
2) Increment the variable 'i' 
ll) Else, Break (path t:x.pression not the same) 
B) Else, Break (current attribute is not in the same table 
ITT) Call constructJetrieve_display() 
TV) Break (found primitive value and called construct) 
b) Break (gelS out of do loop when primitive value found 
B) Else, check to see if the contents of attcptr -> diet_reCtype is "ref' 
a) If so, set the 'subsflag' variable t:qual to one 
J) Call construct_retrieve_byO 
II) Tncrement the variable ' rf ' 
C) Else, check inherit for the second attribme (The second attr ibute 
was not in the table) and assign it to tht: pointer 'attT_ptf' 
d) End of while loop if the 'attcptr' ex.ist loop back up 
3) Else, chcck inhl:rit for the sl:cond attributt: (The second attribute was not in the 
table) and assign it to the pointer 'attcptr 
1\) If so, Stringcopy attr_ptr -> diet_reelable into reftabl_arrfsJ 
9) End of whik loop if the aur_ptT exist loop baek up 
Rule fi add convert add statementO 
I) Set the variable ' a' I:qual to zero 
2) Copy the presem global variable for arguementl into 'path_cxprraJfkJ' by hreaking 
arguemcml up at the dclimiters "." (see step 3AaII1 B in sub rule 5 COO\'ert_contains_statement 
for a step by step brcak down of this alga) 
3) Take the tokenized rt:sults of step 3 ('path_expr[Oj)' and check to see if it is in the symbol table 
and if so, ass ign thc pointer 'symptr' to it 
4) Set the variable's' equal to zero 
5) S tringcopy symptr -> clsnamc into 'reftabl_arrls), 
6) Check to sec if 'reftahLarr[sl' is in the data dictionary 
A) Check to sce if 'a' is grt:atcr than zcro (if so it is a store add) 
a) Check to see if the 'path3x.pr[J]' is in the current class and if so assign thc pointcr 
'attr_ptr' to it 
1) If so, check to see if the contents of imllcd-ptr -> arg2 arc in the symbol table and 
assign it to the pointer 'symptr' 
J) If so, increment the variable's' 
A) Stringcopy atteptr -> dic,-reCtable into 'reftabl_arr[sl' 
B) Check to see if 'reftabl_arr[s] ' is in the data dict ionary 
a) If so, Call eonstruc,-addO 
B) Else, check the current class for cover Iusing thc ehcck30ver(») and if so, assign the 
pointer 'atteptr' to it 
a) Increment the variable's' 
I) Stringcopy atteptr -> dict_reetable into 'rcf!'1bl_arr[sl' 
II) Check to see if the contents of intmed_ptr -> arg2 arc in the symbol table and 
assign it to the pointer 'symptr' 
1) Unot error 

2) Else, (if so) 

A) Check to see if 'reftabl_arr[s]' is in thc data dictionary 

a) If so, Cal! construct_addO 

Sub Rule 1 _eonven rcl pprO 
I) Initialize the a temporary array ('aar_arr[]') to an empty array 
2) Copy the present global variable for arguementl('argl') into 'attr_arr[J' hy breaking up 
arguementl at the delimiters'" (Sec step 3AailIB, in sub rule 5 convert_eontains_statementO 
for a step by step break down of this algo) 
3) Check to sec if the current path expression for this class is in the data dictionary and 
set the pointer on this class 
A) If so, check to sce if the currenl altribute 'altr_arr' is in the class and set the 'atteptr' to 
point to this attribute culumn of the class 

a) If so, check to see if lhe 'dict_reCtype' column is empty 

I) If so, check to see if argument 2 is in the symhol table 

1) I f so, set the substimtion flag equal to one 

2) Cal! construct_retrieve~en() 

3) Return the 'objset_arr[p-IJ' 

b) Else, check to sec if the 'dict_feCtypc' column contains the key word "ref' 
I) If so, increment the 's' and 'a' variable counters 
II) String copy the value of aHr_ptr -> dict_ref_table into 'reftabl_arr[sJ' 
llT) String copy the value of construcCrctrcive_rcfO into the variable ' tcmpvar' 
IV) Decrement the's' and 'a' variable counters 
V) Set the substitution flag equal to one 

VI) Call construct_n::trieve.",genO 

VII) Rcturn the 'objsct_arr[p-l]' 

B) If 'aHcarr' is not in the cla~s eheek all the 'diet_reCtyIX.':' column for all the attributes in 
that class and return the attribute pointer to the attribute row with an 'inherit" 
(check_inheritO) 
a) Initialize the inheritance counter to zero 
b) While the attr_ptr = check_inheritO LOOP 
I) Increment the 'inherit3nt' and the's' variables 
II) String copy the value of attr_ptr -> dictJeCtable into 'rdtabl_arr[sl' 
1Il) Check to see if the path expression for the class name in 'reftabl_arr[s]' is in the data 
dictionary 
I) If so, check to see if the current attribute 'aUr_arr' is in the class and set the 
'attr_ptr' to point to this attribuk column of the class 
A) If so, check to see jf the 'dict_reCtypc' column is empty 
a) If so, Call eonstnle,-retrieve.",genO 

b) String eopy an empty string into 'reftabl_arr[s]' 

e) 's' gets the value of's' minus the value of 'inherit_cnt' 

B) If so, and the 'dict_rcf_type' column contains "ref' then 
a) Increment the's' variable 
b) String copy attcptr -> diet_reetable into 'reftabl_arr[sJ' 
c) Increment the 'a' variable 
,so 
d) String copy thc char" returned from constl1.lct_retrieveJdO {by calling 
construccretricvc_rcfO insidc of a strcpy} into 'tern_val ' 
e) String copy an empty string into 'rcftabLarr[s]' 
f) Decrement 's' and 'a' variables 
g) Set the value of 'sub~flag' equal to one 
b) Call eonstrucc retrie\'e_genO 
i) 's' gels the value of's' minus the \'alue of 'inherit_ent ' 
j) Return the 'objset_arr[p-1J' 
C) Else, 'attcptr[O]' is not a valid attribute name 
4) E lse, 'reftabLaIT[sJ' does not exist in the dictionary 
Sub Rule 2 convert logical st'llementO 
I) Initialize the ' \eft' and 'right' variables to zero 
2) Decrement the index (variable 'r' from convert_fInd_statement) 
3) Brancb to the correct case statement according to tile index \'alue 
4) Call construcl_rctrieve_logicaIO with the ncw valnes of 'left ' and 'right' 
Sub Ru le 3 - construct retrieve refO 
l) Check to see if the path expression for the class name in 'ref\abLarrls], is in the data dictio-
Ilary 
A) If so, check to see if the current attribute ' a1tr_arr' is in the class and set the 'attr_ptr' to 
point to this attribute column of the class 
a) If so, check to see if the 'dicl_rcCtypc ' column is empty 
I) If so, Call construccretriew_genO 
II) Return the 'objset_arr[p-l]' 
b) If so, and the dict_reCtype column contains "ref' then 

I) Incrcment the's ' and 'a' variahles 

II) String copy attcptr -> diccreCrable into 'reftabl_arr[s], 

OJ) String copy the char"' returned from construct_retrieve_rcfO (by calling 

construct_retrievc_rcfO inside of a stKPY) into ' tem_var' 

IV) Decrement the's' and ' a' variables 

V) Set the value of 'subsflag' equal to I 

VI) Call construccretrieve~enO 

VII) Return the 'objsecarrLp-l]' 
c) If 'attr_arr' is not in the class check all thc dict_reCtype column for all the attributes in 
that cl:L~s and return the attribute pointer to the attribute row wilh an "inherit" 
(check_inheritO) 
I) Increment the's' variable 
II) String copy attr_ptr -> dicCreCtab1c into 'rcftabl_arr[s]' 
OJ) String copy the char * returncd from construcCretrieve_refO {by calling 
construcCretricvc_refO inside of a strcpy} into 'tem_var' 

IV) Decrement the's' variable 

V) Return 'temp_var' 

Sub Rule 4 construct retrieve o-enO 

## temptext - string used to store the text of a query (the string is a memher of the structlno<.!c) 

## reCtemp . string used solely to store and manipulate strings prior 10 concatenation onto 
temptext 
1) Allocate an abdlque_node 
2) Stringcopy an "&" into string 'temptext' 
3) Suing concatenate argl onto ' temptext' and copy 'tcmptext' in abdlque_currencnode->Iext 
4) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list proccdures) 
5) If ' subsflag' is greater than 0 than 
A) Allocate an abdlque_node 

B) Stringcopy a "-" into string 'temptext' 

C) String concaten,ltc arg2 onto 'tcmptext' and copy 'temptext' in 

abdlque_currcnt_node -> text 
D) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 
6) Allocate an abdlque_node 
7) Stringcopy a ' '[""RETRIEVE (TEMP =" into string 'temptext' 
8) Stringcopy a "rcftabl" into string ' reCtemp' 
9) String concatenate the resu lts from func tion call convertoclassname(reCtemp) onto 'temptext' 
10) String concatenate ") and (" onto 'temptext' 
11) Stringcopy a 'attrname' into string 'reCtcmp' 
12) String concatenate the results from function call convertouppcr(rcCtemp) ooto 'tcmptext' 
13) Striog concatenate 'relexpr' onto 'temptext' 
14) String concatenate arg2 onto 'temptext' 
15) String concatenate ")l(OID)] onto 'temptcxt' and copy 'tcmptext' in 
abdlquc_current_node ,>text 
16) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 
Sub rule 5 convert contains statementO 
1) Check to see if argl is the string "it" 
A) If so, Check to sec if the path cxpression for the elass name in 'reftahLarr[O], is in the data 
dictionary 
a) If so, let 'attcptr' point to the attribute which is of relationship type "cover" 
I) Increment the variablc 's' 
II) Stringcopy the contents of anr_ptr -> dict_reCUlblc into 'rcftabl_arr[s]' 
IV) Check to see if the path expression for the class name in 'refUlbLarr[s]' is in the data 
dictionary 
1) If so, Stringcopy "oid_" onto string 'tempI' 
2) Check to see ifintmed_ptr -> arg2 is in the symbol table and assign it to the pointer 
'symtab_ptr' 
A) If NOT, then output a message "undcclared variable" 
B) If So, String concatenate "symtab_ptr -> clsname" into string 'temp l' 
C) Check to sec if 'tcmp I' is in the present class and assign its attribute pointer 
to 'attcptr' 
a) If so, Stringcopy "OlD_" onto string 'temp2' 
b) Stri ngcopy 'reftabLarrfs-ll' onto string 'temptext' 
c) String concatenate the result of thc converttoupper(temptext) onto the 
string 'temp2' 
d) Call convertoupper(templ) to insure correct format 
e) Set the value of 'subsflag ' equal to one 
t) Call eonSlnlccretrieve_byO 
g) Set the value of 'Iogopar ' equal to two 
h) Call construccretrieve_logicalO 
i) Stringcopy an empty string into 'rcftabLarrls]' 
j) Decrement the variahle 's' 
k) Set the 'subsflag' equal to 0 
I) Return the 'objsecarrlp-l l' 
2) Check to see if 'arg2' is the string " it" 
A) **n This type of covering will be implemented by follow on groups nn 
3) Else, String copy the contents of intmed_ptr -> arg\ into the array 'attr_arr[0l' 
A) Check to see if 'reftahLarr[s], is in the data dictionary and if so set the pointer 
a) If su, check to see if 'attr_arr[Ul' is in the present class , if so set the pointer 'allr_ptr' the 
attribute 
I) Check to see if the contents uf attT_ptT -> dic t_attctype is "sct_of' 
1) If so, increment the' s' variable 
2) Stringcopy the contents of attcptr -> diet_reLtable intu 'reftabl_arr[s]' 
3) ChC{:k to see if the contents of ' rcftabLarr[sj' is in the data dictionary 
A) If so, mingcopy "oid_" into 'tempi' 
B) Check to see if the contents ot intmed_ptr -> arg2 is in the symbol table, if ~o 
then have the pointer ' symtab_ptr' point at it 
a) If so, string concatenate the contents of symtab_ptr -> clsname onto ' tempI' 
b) Check to see if the concatenated contents of 'tempi' is one of the hidden 
attributes in the class, and if so, have the pointer 'attcptr' point to it 
I) If so, stringeopy "OlD_" into the string 'temp2' 
11) Stringcopy the contents of ' reftabl_arr[s-l]' into 'temptl:xt' 
HI) Convert the contents of ' tempte:>:t ' to upper ease (converttouppper) and 
string concatenate it onto 'temp2' 
IV) Convert the contents of 'tempi' to upper case (eonverttouppper) 
V) Set the substitution flag equal to one 
VI) Call eonstrucCretrievc_byO 
Vll) Stringcopy an empty string into 'reftabLarrls], 
VUl) Deerement the's' variable 
IX) Return 'objsecarr[p-l]' 
II) Cheek to see if the content~ of allr_ptr -> dicCatlf_typc is "inverse_of' 
1) If so, set the variables 'k' and ']' equal to zero 
A) Find the stTing length of altr-ptr -> dict_reCtable and set the variable length 
equal to it 
B) Use a for loop to count from 0 to length(i) LOOP (Used to tokenize attribute 
a) Cheek to sec if the value of aUT_ptr -> dicCreCtable[il is ' 
I) If so, 'setlype_arrLkJtI]' gets thl: value "\0" (end of string) 
I) increment the variable 'k' 
2) Set the value of the variable ']' equal to zero 
11) If not, 'settypc_arrlkHll' get~ the value of atlcptr -> diccreCtable lil 
b) 'settype_arrlklll]' gets the value "\0" (end of string) 
16:; 
4) Check 10 see if 'scttypc_arr[O]' is in the data dictiollary 
A) 	If so, check to set: if 'settype_arr[lf is ill the current dass and if so set the pointer 
'attcptr' to point at it 
al Increment the variable's' 
b) Stringcopy the contents of aur_ptr -> diet_rcelahle into 'reftabLarr [s]' 
c) Check to sec if 'reflabl_arr[s]' is in the data dictionary 
T) If so, Stringcopy "oid_" into 'tempI' 
il) Check to see if intmed_ptr -> arg2 is in the symbol table and if so assign the pointer 
'symtab_ptr' to it (errur message are apprupriate here if not) 
I) If so, string concatenate the contents of symtab_ptr -> clsnarne onto 'temp i' 
2) Check to see if the contents of 'tempi' is in the current class and if so assign the 
pointer to it 

A) If so, strillgcopy "OID_" into'temp2' 

B) Siringcopy the contents of 'reftabLarr(s-l], into 'temptext' 





D) Convert the contents of 'temp1' to uppercase 

E) Set the value of the substitution 10 one 

P) Call Construcl_retrieve_hyO 

G) Stringeupy an empty string into 'reftabLan[sJ' 

H) Decrement the variable's' 

1) Return 'obset_arr(p-Il' 

Sub rule 6 construct retrieve by 
fUr temptext - string used to store the text of a query (the string is a member of the structlnode) 
## reCtemp - string used solely to store and manipulate strings prior to concatenation onto 
temptext 
J) Allocate an abdlqucnodc 
2) Stringcopy an "&" into string ' temptext' 
3) String concatenate argJ onto ' temptext' and copy 'temptext' in abdlque3 urrent_node->text 
4) Add the node to the linked list (foll owing linked list procedures) 
5) Allocate an abdlque_node 
6) If 'suhsflag' is greater than 0 than 
A) Allocate an abdlque_node 
B) Stringcopy a " -" into string 'tcmptext' 
C) String concatenate arg2 onto 'temptext' and copy ' temptext ' in 
abdlque_currenc.node->text 
D ) Add the node to the li nked list (following linked list procedures) 
7) Allocate an abdlque_nuJe 
8) Stringcopy a " [RETRIEVE «TEMP:= ")" into string 'temptext' 
9) Stringeopy a 'rdtabl' into string 'rcCtemp' 
10) String concatenate the resul ts from function call eonvenoclassname(reClemp) 
onto 'temptext' 
11) String concatenate ") and (" onlo 'temptext' 
12) Stringcopy 'attrname' into string 'reCtemp' 
13) String concatenate the results from function call convenouppcr(rcCtcmp) onlo 'Icmptext' 
14) String concatenate relexpr onto 'temptext' 

15 ) String concatenate 'arg2' onto ' temptext' 

16) String concatenate "»(" onto 'temptext' 

17) Stringcopy targetlist into string 'reC temp ' 

18) Convert reCtemp to uppercase and concatenate onto ' temptexl' 

19) String concatenate ")B Y" onto 'temptext' 

20) Convert 'SOrlvar' to uppercase and concatenate onto 'temptext' 

21) String concatenate "]" onto temptcxt and copy 'temptext' in ahdlque_current_nodc->text 

22) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 

Sub rule 7 construct retrjeve logiealO 

I) Allocate an atxllque_node 

2) Stringcopy an "&" into string ' temptext' 

3) String concatenate 'varname' into string '!emptex\' and copy 'temptext' in 

abdlque_current_node->text 
4) Check to see if there is a prior node and add the node according to linked lis t procedures 
5) Allocate an abdlque_node 
6) Creale a case statement for 'Iogflag ' (the logical operator) 
7) Stringcopy olle of the following into 'temptext': 
case(O) "+" pseudocode for union 
case( I) ","," pseudocode for cross product 
case(2) ">\" pseudocode for get common (similar to cross product but used with covering) 
8) String concatenate 'leftvar' into string 'temptext' 
9) String concatenate "," into string 'temptext' 

10) String concatenate 'rightvar into string 'temptext' 

11) Stringcopy temptext into abdJque3urrent_node -> text 

12) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 

Sub rule 8 constmct retrjcve djsplayO 
1) Allocate an abdlque_node 
2) Stringcopy a "-" into string 'temptext' 
3) String concatenate 'varname' onto 'temptext' and copy 'temptext' into 
abdlque_current_node->text 
4) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 
5) Allocate an abdlque_node 
6) Stringcopy a "[ORETRIEVE ((TEMP ::o ")" into string ' temptext' 
7) Stringcopy a 'reftabl' into string 'reCtemp' 
8) String concatenate the results from function call convertoclassname(reCtemp) 
onto 'ternptext' 
9) String concatenate ") and (010=" onto 'Iemptext' 
10) String concatenatc 'vamame' onto 'templext' 
11) String concatcnatc "))(" onto 'ternptext' 
12) String concatenate the rcsults from function call convertoupper(!argetlist) onto 'Iemptext' 
13) String concatenate ")BY" onto 'temptext' 
14) String concatenate the results from function call convertouppcr(sortvar) onto 'tcrnptext' 
15) String concatenate "]" onto temptext and copy 'tcmptext' in abdlquc_current_node->text 
16) Add thc node to the linked list (following linked list proccdurcs) 
Sub rule f) construct updateO 
1) Allocate an abdlque_node 
2) Stringcopy an "-" into string 'temptext' 
3) String concatenate 'oid_value' onto ' temptcxt' and copy 'temptext' in 
abdlquc_currenCnodc->tcxt 
4) Add the nodc to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 
5) Allocate an alxllque_node 
6) Stringcopy a "[UPDATE «TEMP = ")" into string 'temptext ' 
7) Stringcopy a 'rdtab!, into string 'reCtemp' 
8) String concatcnate the results from function call convertoclassname(reCtemp) 
onto'temptext' 
9) String concatenate ') and (OTD=" onto 'temptext' 
10) String concatenate 'oid_value' onto 'temptext' 
11) String concatcnate "»<'" onto 'temptcxt' 
12) Stringcopy 'attrnamc' into 'rcCtcmp' 
13) String concatenate the results from function call convertouppcr(reCtemp) onto 'temptext' 
14) String concatenate "=" onto 'temptcxt' 
15) String concatenate 'attrvaluc' into 'reCtcmp' 

16) String concatcnate "»" onto temptcxt and copy 'tcmptext' in abdlque_(;urrent_node->text 

J7) Add the node to the li nked list (following linked list procedurcs) 

Sub rule 10 eons10lct addO 
I) A!locate an abdlque_node 
2) Stringcopy an "#" into s1ring 'temptext' 
3) String concatenate 'attcargl' onto '1emptext' 
4) String concatenate "," onto 'tempte:>:.!' 
5) String concatenate 'attcarg2' onto 'temptcx!' 
6) Copy 'temptext' in abdlque_currencnode->text 
7) Add the node to the linked liS1 (following linked list procedures) 
8) Allocate an abdlque_node 
9) Stringcopy a " [INSERT (<TEMP == ")' into string 'temptext' 
10) Stringcopy a 'reftab!' into string 'reCtemp' 
II) String concatenate the results from function call convertoclassname(rcCtemp) 
onto 'temptext' 
12) String concatenate ">,<0[0,1>,<" onto 'temptext' 
13) Assign the reference of 'dicCattf_ptr' to 'dict_att_temp' 
14) Assign the reference of dict_atctemp -> dict_attcname to 'diccau_temp' 
15) String concatenate dict_att_temp -> diccattcname onto 'temptext' 
16) String concatenate "," onto "temptext" 
17) Check to see if the contents of argl _c\s_namc is equal to the contents of 
diccatt_temp -> dicCrcLtable 
A) If so, string concatenate 'attr_argl' onto 'temptex!' 
B) Else, string concatenate 'attcarg2' onto 'temptext' 
18) String concatenate ">,<" onto 'temptext' 
168 
19) Assign the reference of dicI_atuemp -> diet_aUf_name \0 'dic t_atuemp: 
20) String concatenate diccau_tcmp -> diet_allr_name onlo 'templex!' 

21) String concatenate "," onto 'temple x!' 

22) Check to sec if the contents of argl _cls_name is equal 10 the contents of 

diet_au_temp -> diccrcCtable 

A) If so, string concatenate ' attr_argl ' onto 'templex!' 

B) Else, Iring concatenate 'auf_arg2' onto ' templex!' 

23) String concatenate "»]" onto 'temptcxt' and copy ' templex!' in abdlquc3urrencnodc->text 
24) Add the node to the linked list (following linked list procedures) 
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APPENDIX L· DML TO RTl\l PSEUDOCODE 




The declaration of variables in the Real time monitor pseudocode will be accomplished by 

using the symbols '%' and '@'. 

obLref % obLref a %a 
obLset @ obLset b,c,d @ v.c.d 
Assignment: 
Assignments in the Real time moni tor pseudocode will be accomplished by using the <&' 
followed by the desired variab le that is to accept the assignment. ;"'0 other entries on tha! 
line. The next line will then have to be one of the five Attribute based functions . 
& &, 
RETRlEYE [( ...... )(OID)) 
For Loop: 

For loops are handled by using the '$' foUowed by the index variable (must of type 

obLref) a comma then the set variable (must be an obLrct) 

For Each i in b $~b 
DELETE (TEMP=student) (OID;=a) 
$ 
End For Loop: 

For loops arc ended by using' I" by itself. 

DELETE (TEMP=studcnt) (OID=a) 
Cross Product: 
Cross products arc included in the pseudocode to accommodate for the lack of functional­
ity in the retrieve common provided in the ABOM. The cross product (or more correctly 















+ sh, sc 
Substitution Warning: 
In order to simplify the joh of the real time monitor a method was developed to indicate 
that a substitution is required in the nexlline of the ABDL query and what variable was to 
be involved. The ' -' followed by the variable to be substituted in thl: next line, is how this 
is accomplished. 
-p,pa 
Double Substitution Warning: 
This fills the same requirements of the substitution warning with the exception that two 
variables will be substituted instead of only one. This occurs only in the !\DD and Delete 
operations due to the manner in which sets are stored in the ABDM. The '#' followed by 
the variables to be substituted in the next line, is how this is accomplished. 
# sa,sb 
Get Conunon Warning: 
This fills nearly the same requirements of the cross product but is specifically used with 
the cover relationship. The '/I.' followed by the variables to be used in the next line, is how 
this is accomplished. Moreover the constraints on this is that the first arguml;.":nt must be of 
type object set while the second argul;.":ml;.":n\ may be either an object set or ohject reference. 
/I. sa, sb 
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%token <t_int> CHAR 
%token <t_int> CHAR.-STRING 
'!!token <t_int> CLASS 
'!! t oken <t_ int> CONTAINS 
%token <t_int> COUNT 
%token <t_ int> COVER 
%token <t_int> DISPLAY 
%token <t_int> ELSE 
%tok en <t_i nt> END_ IF 
%token <t_int> END_LOOP 
'token <t_int> FINDJiA."lY 
%token < t _i nt> FIND_ONE 
%token <t_int> FOR 
%token < t _ int> I NHERIT 
%token <t_int> INSERT 
%token <t_int> INTEGER 
%token <t_int> INVERSE_OF 
%token <t_i nt> MIN 
